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CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION REPORT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Merced County ("the County") retained Sutton Hatmaker Law Corporation to conduct an 
independent investigation into the October 2013 complaints by certain employees of the Merced 
County Public Defender's Office ("PD" or Defender's Office") concerning allegations of 
favoritism based on gender and concerns for retaliation and employee safety related to Public 
Defender Eric Dumars. The investigation was conducted by attorney Susan K. Hatmaker 
("Investigator"), and the interviews commenced on November 7, 2013 and concluded on 
November 22, 2013. 

On or about October 28, 2013, A submitted a 
written complaint to Countv Executive Officer Jim Brown concerning a perceived relationship 
between Mr. Dumars and D an "extra help" PD attorney. (Exhibit 1)

A. \S. complaint also expressed concerns regarding potential retaliation by Mr. Dumars 
agamst' 1\ based on Mr. Dumars' alleged "volatile personality" and the fact that () 

is the· daughter of M " A"-s- complaint further 
referenced a perceived connection between Mr. Dumars' Jeave 01 absence and the existence of a 
relationship between Mr. Dumars and D 

A \ S complaint to CEO Brown was contemporaneous with two other written 
complaints by Deputy Public Defenders G and C to . A . (Exhibits 
2 and 3). In addition to complaining regardil!S percelved favoritism shown by Mr. Dumars 
towards O· J: 6 and C- both complained regarding what they 
perceived to be mreatening and erratic behavior on Mr. Dumars' part, both prior to and during 
his leave of absence, and expressed concern for their own safety and the safety of other PD 
employees. B and C ~ expressly described themselves as "whistleblowers" for 
purposes of obtaining protection from unlawful retaliation. C-. further suggested that the 
existence of a relationship between Mr. Dumars and D . would violate unspecified 
County policies and unspecified provisions of the Rules of Professional Conduct to which 
attorneys licensed in California are subject. 

This is the Confidential Investigative Report ("Report") of the Investigator's findings. The 
Division should notify A . 8, C, b and the other 
investigation participants about the completion of the investigation by separate communication. 

II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

As described below, the evidence obtained m this investigation supports the following 
conclusions: 

1. Favoritism Based on Gender. Mr. Dumars, at the very least, has an interest in a 
personal intimate relationship with' 1> and has shown favoritism to t> in the 
terms and conditions of her current employment as an "extra help" PD employee, including 
consideration of 1>'$ potential employment as a permanent PD, P'$ 
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CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION REPORT 

assignments within the PD office, and enrolling P in a course designed for supervisors 
without consideration ofother employees in the office more senior to [) - ;J. 

The Investigator also finds that aside from Mr. Dumars' actual favoritism towards D , 
Mr. Oumars described - {) - as his "confidante" and that she resides in his "inner circle." 
Further, that fact is the perception by many PD employees as well. Additionally, most 
interviewees believed Mr. Dumars and- f) to be in an intimate relationship based on the 
conduct observed by them. The two were described as "a couple," "inseparable," and 

D was observed to be in Mr. Dumars' office in a casual, relaxed manner for hours on a 
daily basis. 

The Investigator conc1udes that Mr. Dumars' supervisorial judgment with respect to D 
is severely compromised, in that he fails to understand and/or acknowledge how his continued 
participation in the decision of whether to hire t'> would be harmful to the County and 
subject the County to a heightened risk of litigation. The Investigator fmds that based on Mr. 
Dumars' lack of judgment with respect to t> I, Mr. Oumars is also incapable of 
exercising sound judgment with respect to the teIDls and conditions of employment of other 
current peIDlanent and temporary PD employees. The Investigator fmds that as a result of the 
foregoing issues, there is an almost unanimous loss of confidence in Mr. Dumars on the part of 
PD employees interviewed by the Investigator, including by those PD employees who made 
positive remarks regarding Mr. Oumars. 

2. Concerns Regarding Retaliation. It is often expressed by witnesses 
interviewed in an investigation their beliefs that they could be subject to be retaliation should 
they provide infoIDlation viewed by their superiors as negative. Here, many witnesses expressed 
this concern. While there does not appear to be retaliatory conduct at this time, the concern for 
retaliation is a reasonable concern given the clouded judgment Mr. Dumars has exhibited as 
expressed by witnesses and during the interviews with Investigator, especially with respect to 
e. Specifically, Mr. Dumars spoke with a tone of animosity when he spoke about 8 

Additionally, t) also spoke with disdain regarding - 8', She 
previously viewed' 6 as a friend and certainly gives the impression that she feels 
betrayed by him. Because 0' D'S - feelings regarding 1 8 c, the risk of retaliation 
by Mr. Dumars is heightened as it has been established that Mr. Dumars desires to please 

D and takes actions in that regard. 

3, Concerns Regarding Workplace Safety. The concerns reported regarding 
workplace violence on the part of Mr. Dumars are grounded in a history of conduct and 
comments on the part of Mr. Dumars. Most recently, Mr. Dumars admittedly beat a fIle box 
with a softball bat in the office. His "reenactment" was videotaped2

• He then asked other 
employees if they would want to take a swing at the box. Additionally, Mr. Dumars has engaged 
in screaming episodes, described by one witness as "going berserk," punched a file cabinet, and 
physically threatened one employee (the latter two occurring many years ago.) Mr. Oumars' 
recent comments to S' are also highly inappropriate in the workplace: 

1This report is not intended to be an evaluation of I)l$ work performance. 
2 The video will be sent with this report. 
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a. 	 Mr. Dumars called B . a "fucker" in a text when Mr. Dumars had 
knowledge that 	 e . and . I> were having a discussion in . 
e'S office; 

b. 	 Mr. Dumars sent ~ . texts that included a picture of one of 
e \ f former clients WIth no explanation; 

c. 	 Mr. Dumars asking .e .; ._~ how many fights he had been in; 
d. 	 Mr. Dumars infonning e that he (Mr. Dumars) was getting 

stronger; and 
Ie. 	 Mr. Dumars' statements to 8 that he is vulnerable because J) , 

likes 8 

Another incident in late spring 2013 involved Mr. Dumars yelling at investigator ";T 
in his office, pounding his fist on his desk, and angrily shouting, "I just want you to do your 
fucking job." Because of Mr. Dumars' conduct and recent comments, it is concluded that 
employees have a reasonable concern regarding workplace safety. 

III. 	 INVESTIGATION BACKGROUND 

a. 	 Witnesses 

The following individuals were interviewed for the investigation: 

• 	 Eric Dumars · ~ A,• 

• 

• 	 ~... C" 

.~ f• 
• f 

& 
• 
• .. 
• 1. 

j• 
t<• l..• 

Prior to the interviews of each of the foregoing witnesses, the Investigator explained that the 
interviewee was free to take a break at any time and free to leave the room at any time, that he or 
she would be given a full opportunity to discuss the matter with the Investigator and provide any 
and all information that he or she felt was necessary or important, that he or she could contact the 
Investigator to provide additional information if he or she wished to do so, that confidentiality 
would be protected to the extent possible, and that any retaliation for the good faith participation 
is strictly prohibited by the County and the law. Each of the interviewees acknowledged their 
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c. Independence 

The Investigator was given full discretion to conduct the investigation as determined to be 
necessary, which discretion extended to detennining which individuals to interview and which 
documents to review. 

Concerning whether any employee, agent or representative of the Defender's Office attempted to 
influence or direct the outcome of the investigation, the Investigator notes that no employee, 
agent or representative of the County directly attempted to influence the Investigator. However, 
there is written and verbal evidence suggesting that Mr. Dumars and t> contacted 
witnesses after the complaints were made in an apparent attempt to influence the investigation 
and the witnesses' participation in the investigation. Bland e specifically 
complained that they believed the existence of this investigation to have been "leaked" based on 
communications received from 1:> and Mr. Dumars prior to the investigation 
interviews. It is apparent to the Investigator that. P became aware of the investigation 
before being contacted by the Investigator or by County personnel at Investigator's request. 
(Exhibits 4 - 8) t> made it clear in her texts to 8 .that she desired he remain 
si Jent by stating, " ... you would not do anything to make a bad situation worse.". ' 

stated that Mr. Dumars called hinl and probed him for any knowledge he may have about 
the complainant(s) and the details ofthe complaints. 

Obviously any attempt by interviewees to influence witnesses' participation in the investigation 
can negatively impact the investigation and witnesses' willingness to share answer questions. 
However, Investigator concludes that the interviewees known to have been contacted by Mr. 
Dumars andlor [) did not appear affected by their communications with Mr. Dumars 
and D despite any attempt to influence the witnesses to not participate in the 
complaints or investigation. 

d. Limitations on Evaluation 

It should be noted with respect to employee concerns about workplace safety based on Mr. 
Dumars' behavior, it is beyond the scope of this investigation and the Investigator's expertise to 
evaluate Mr. Dumars' meqtal health, or to evaluate the conclusions reached by other health 
providers concerning such issues .. Investigator has not reviewed Mr. Dumars' medical records 
relative to his leave of absence. 

Investigator cannot offer a prediction as to whether Mr. Dumars, if allowed to return to the 
workplace, would pose a danger to himself or others. However, as mentioned above, 
Investigator concludes that certain PD employees have legitimate, good-faith concerns regarding 
their own safety in the workplace, and that the County should take the necessary steps permitted 
by the law to satisfy itself that it has and will continue to provide its employees with a safe 
working environment. 

Further, it is beyond the scope of this investigation to evaluate the effectiveness of current PD 
employees or their litigation strategies. Investigator offers no conclusion or recommendation as 
to what course of action the County should take in seeking to fill its vacant positions. As 
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mentioned above, Investigator concludes that Mr. Dumars showed actual favoritism to 
t> over other candidates for potential County job openings. Investigator does not offer a 

conclusion or recommendation as to whether: 1». t, or any other candidate 
for a pennanent position are, in fact, qualified for such position. 

IV. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The following is a summary of the facts leading to the instant investigation (i.e. the complaints 
by A ,9 and C ). A more detailed account regarding the 
background of the various other issues raised by the interviewees in the course of the 
investigation is set forth the subparts of Part V. 

a. Dumars' Leave of Absence 

The interviewees unifonnly stated that PD employees, including Mr. Dumars and D , 
were socializing at the Five Ten Bistro after work on Friday, September 27, 2013. At some point 
in the evening thereafter, Mr. Dumars, t> and her husband separated from the group at 
Five Ten Bistro to go to Pinocchio's. 

The details of Mr. Dumars' leave of absence involve an attempted suicide by Mr. Dumars. As 
mentioned above, Investigator did not review Mr. Dumars' medical records and the conclusions 
in this Report are not infonned by the findings and/or diagnoses of any medical professional. 
However, based on the available Merced Police Department report, it is known that on 
September 28, 2013 at approximately 12:20 a.m., Mr. Dumars' wife discovered Mr. Dumars 
hanging freely by the neck in the garage at their residence. Ms. Dumars was able to free Mr. 
Dumars and resuscitate him by administering rescue breathing. Emergency response personnel, 
upon arriving at the scene, described Mr. Dumars as conscious, breathing and intoxicated, and 
noted that Mr. Dumars became irate and struggled with police officers, who had to wrestle Mr. 
Dumars to the floor and place him in restraints. 

Investigator is not privy to the details of the course of treatment that followed Mr. Dumars' 
attempted suicide other than Mr. Dumars volunteering that he was hospitalized twice while on 
leave. Investigator notes that various PD employees have had interactions with Mr. Dumars 
during the period of time following his September 28, 2013 suicide attempt and the start of the 
investigation. Mr. Dumars apparently visited the office on at least one occasion, and was 
infonned by Mr. Brown that he should not be present in the office until he is cleared to return to 
work and the County has completed the instant investigation. 

b. Complaint 

On or about October 28, 2013, A submitted a written complaint to Mr. Brown. 
A's complaint describes a perception, "inside and outside the office ofthe Merced County 

Public Defender," that there may have been an intimate relationship between Mr. Dumars and 
. D. . A's complaint further alleged that there existed a perception within the 
PD that complaining about the perceived relationship could result in retaliation. Although

A did not identify with any specificity the basis for his allegations about perceptions 
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d. , Complaint 

On or about October 29,2013, B submitted a written complaint to A ,also 
alleging violations of the County's anti-harassment and workplace violence policies. 

B alleges that "[i]t is an open secret that [Mr. Dumars] is on administrative leave 
following an attempted suicide and mental breakdown." B expressed his concern that 
Mr. Dumars views him" ... as a persona] and professional rivaL .. " 

e alleges that, beginning in or about early September 2013, Mr. Dumars began to 
encourage. 6 to leave the PD by telling S that "[he] could do so much more 
than being a public defender." B alleges that the underlying tone of the statements 
was to the effect that Mr. Dumars desired 8 to leave the PD, despite the seemingly 
complimentary nature of the comments on their face, and that Mr. Dumars persisted in these 
types ofcomments to the extent that' S became uncomfortable. 

B \further alleges that Mr. Dumars engaged in conduct which' B interprets to 
be Mr. Dumars " ...sizing [him] up," such as asking B how many fights he had been 
in, and suggesting that he could " ... drink [J 8 I,] under the table." 

B alleges that since Mr. Dumars began taking administrative leave, his behavior has 
become "directly menacing." fa describes an incident on or about October 13, 2013 
where 9' met with Mr. Dumars at Mr. Dumars' apartment, whereupon Mr. Dumars 
claimed that 8 was trying to take Mr. Dumars' job, and that Mr. Dumars knew that 
certain individuals had asked 13 l to replace Mr. Dumars. e further described 
an incident on or about October 15, 2013 when B was meeting with· D >, and 
Mr. Dumars, upon learning that [3 and I'> .were speaking, sent a text to 

8 reading "[w ]hat are you up to you fucker?" (Exhibit 9) S alleges that after 
receiving the text, he spoke to Mr. Dumars on the phone and Mr. Dumars demanded that 

Sand . D go to Mr. Dumars' apartment so that he could participate in the 
conversation they were having. 8 alleges that Mr. Dumars' tone was hostile during 
the call. 

9 alleges that he and [) went to Mr. Dumars' apartment together, 
whereupon Mr. Dumars again accused B of trying to take his job, and attempted to 
physically intimidate' e .by closely standing behind S in the apartment. 

B alleges that Mr. Dumars said to' a l, "1 don't like you having that door on your 
office, and I don't like you closing it." 

9 alleges that he had no further communication with Mr. Dumars until on or about 
October 20, 2013, at which time Mr. Dumars sent' (3 a text message containing a 
picture of a former client " ...peering strangely toward the lens," and a second picture in which 
the former client is smiling. (Exhibit I 0) Mr. Dumars did not provide any indication to , 

B of the purpose of the photographs. 
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B', complaint expresses concern regarding a report from an unnamed PD employee 
that Mr. Dumars believed a had alerted Mr. Brown to Mr. Dumars' presence in the 
office on or about October 21,2013, which purportedly resulted in Mr. Brown instructing Mr. 
Dumars to leave the office. B: refutes that he was even aware of Mr. Dumars' 
presence in the office on the day in question. a further expressed concern about 
"troubling behaviors by [Mr. Dumars]," such as Mr. Dumars allegedly questioning whether the 
office had been "bugged," Mr. Dumars allegedly swinging a bat at a box of client files, Mr. 
Dumars asking attorneys in the PD ifhe " ... has anything to worry about," or words to that effect, 
and Mr. Dumars asking:J: for assurances that she would not sue Mr. Dumars. 

V. 	 EXISTENCE OF AN ACTUAL AND/OR PERCEIVED RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN DUMARS AND : [';) 

None of the interviewees had information that could definitively support the conclusion that an 
intimate sexual relationship existed between Mr. Dumars and b " meaning that none of 
the individuals who participated in the investigation ever directly observed Mr. Dumars and Ms. 

t> kissing, touching each other in personal or intimate manner, or otherwise engaged in 
conduct that would clearly implicate the existence of an intimate relationship. D 
denied the existence of an intimate or personal relationship with Mr. Dumars that exceeded the 
nonnal bounds of a healthy working relationship. "at work, I am not engaged in an intimate 
relationship with [Mr. Dumars)." 

Mr. Dumars denied the existence of an intimate relationship, subject to the qualification by Mr. 
Dumars and his attorney that Mr. Dumars' response was limited in scope to his relationship with 

D during "working hours" and while on work premises. Mr. Dumars' attorney 
indicated that he believed questions about the existence of an intimate relationship between Mr. 
Dumars and [) , outside of the workplace was subject to Mr. Dumars' right to privacy. 
In a pre-interview voicemail.Mr. Dumars' attorney stated, "It's obvious that he had a 
relationship with somebody, I don't know who it was, but the intimate details of that, to the 
extent they were off-duty, should be beyond the scope of your inquiry." 

Mr. Dumars refused to answer any questions pertaining to his feelings towards J) and 
whether such feelings were romantic in nature, and further refused to answer any questions about 
whether he was involved in an intimate relationship with . t> other than to say he never 
was engaged in an intimate relationship with t> ."during working hours" or on work 
premises. He added that he did not believe his personal activities outside ofworking hours could 
not be relevant to the investigation . 

. D went further to state that she was never alone in Mr. Dumars' office after normal 
working hours with the door closed, which assertion was plainly contradicted by the information 
provided by other interviewees. 

Despite the foregoing, each interviewee, with the exception of '0 and Mr. Dumars, at 
least perceived the existence of an intimate and/or "close" relationship between l\:tr. Dumars and 

I) that exceeded the bounds of a normal working relationship. 11 referred 
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to his perception of the relationship by characterizing [) as "Mrs. Public Defender," in 
describing the extensive amount of time that they spent together while at the office. 5 , 
who was defensive of Mr. Dumars noticed that Mr. Dumars seemed to be spending much more 
time with. t> ' than he spent with the other attorneys in the office. t; went so 
far as to discuss her concern with Mr. Dumars in August 2013 that the other attorneys in the 
office could feel "slighted" based on the disproportionate amount of time he was spending with 

t> and could file a claim against the County as a result. 

The interviewees generally based their perception of a relationship between Mr. Dumars and 
b . on the amount of time that they spent together and Mr. Dumars' assignments to . 
t> :, as discussed in greater detail below. Mr. Dumars and .' t> were observed by 

many PD employees having lengthy open and closed-door meetings in Mr. Dumars' office. Mr. 
Dumars and D were observed by interviewees driving together to various work 
functions and generally inseparable. One interviewee stated the perception that 1:> 
seemed to be Mr. Dumars' "confidante" (which Mr. Dumars confinned). Another interviewee 
remarked that the perception of a relationship between Mr. Dumars and [) i did not 
arise until after Mr. Dumars' leave of absence commenced and infonnation about the reason for 
the leave of absence began to circulate throughout the office. 

~ stated his belief that Mr. Dumars was iealous of him based on Mr. Dumars' 
perception that [:) had feelings towards . <. B. , " e described a 
conversation that allegedly took place between 53 and Mr. Dumars on or about 
September 27, 2013, on the evening of Mr. Dumars' early mormng suicide attempt. B .... " 
alleges that Mr. Dumars told him, "I'm so vulnerable. I'm so vulnerable. I like you, but I> : 
likes vou. And I like D , And you look just like me, and that makes me vulnerable." 

e further alle2es that beginning in or about September 2013, Mr. Dumars began making 
comments to B such as "[y]ou could do so much more [outside of the PD)," and that 
Mr. Dumars made the comments with sufficient frequency so as to cause, e .to feel 
uncomfortable and draw the inference that Mr. Dumars wanted . B to resign from the 
PD because he considered . 6 to be a personal and professional rival. Mr. Dumars 
denies ever having made such comments to a , but qualified his denial with a 
statement that recounting the events of September 27,2013 was ''very painful," and that he does 
not recall most of the events of that evening. 

8 and f _ further each separately described alleged comments by Mr. 
Dumars that his medical records contain "bad things" about O. that would be harmful 
to him and D , but that; [) had promised Mr. Dumars that "she would never 
say anything." When Mr. Dumars was asked by the Investigator ifhe was sexually attracted to 

D , he repeated the question back to the Investigator, and then sat back in his chair and 
pondered his response for an unusual amount of time before responding that "[he] is a friend of 
[ D ,] and [has] been for four-and~a-half years." He refused to answer the question in 
any other manner. Mr. Dumars later indicated that he considered 0 " fonner PD intern 
" p ," and fonner PD employee: c:i) to be "attractive ladies." 
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t= 	 described an incident where he was speaking with Investigator R ..3 ini 

the PD parking lot, and he observed Mr. Dumars and"[) , leave the office separately at 
the same time, and then 20 minutes later, return to the office at the same time. i: 
alleges that upon seeing that J: and ~ were still in the parking lot, Mr. 
Dumars and· ·D both immediately left the parking lot again. 'e"· .alleged that 
he and ~ . commented to each other that Mr. Dumars and () 's conduct seemed 
"unusual." 

:I: stated that she lives in , and in the past would leave work in the evening, 
get dinner, and then return to the office around 7:00 p.m. to continue working. ::r 
described that on several occasions Mr. Dumars and P would be at the offices when 

:I: . left for dinner, and would still be at the office when :r returned after 
7:00 p.m., and that both ',D .and Mr. Dumars would be in Mr. Dumars' office with the 
door closed. '+ indicated that on one occasion, r .returned to the office 
after dinner and saw that' 0 and Mr. Dumars were the omy two other employees at the 
office (by the observance cars in the parking lot), but that shortly after ..r ,entered the 
office through the front door, she saw D driving out of the parking lot, which led her 
to conclude that D had left the office via the side door upon' :::c:: i S arrival. 

As stated above, Mr. Dumars would only state during the course of the interview that he never 
had an intimate relationship with - p on work time in the workplace, and that he 
considered .,1) , to be a fnena ot 4 12 years. Mr. Dumars stated that "perhaps" he 
remarked to B that there was "bad stuff' in his medical records about b 
but refused to provide any elaboration on what he might have meant by that statement. Both e and F reported that in separate conversations with Mr. Dumars, he stated that 
he did not want to disclose his medical records to the county because there was "bad stuff' in 

. them about D QI 

VI. 	 EXISTENCE OF PERCEIVED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DUMARS AND 
OTHER PUBLIC DEFENDER EMPLOYEES 

A"t 	 thAs mentioned above, _ " ~ written complaint discusses e possibility of relationships 
between Mr. Dumars and other current/former PD employees. As with the potential relationship 
between Mr. Dumars and D none of the interviewees ever observed Mr. Dumars 
engaging in any conduct that would definitively point to the existence of any type of intimate or 
personal relationship between Mr. Dumars and another PD employee. 

Three of the male interviewees, F and, l 8· and . 4::, each described their 
perception that Mr. Dumars generally takes in interest in young, attractive females in the 
workplace. e alleged that he has observed Mr. Dumars "over-mentoring," certain 
young female employees in the office, such as 1:> '* F and e 
discussed an intern named ": P .," in whom Mr. Dumars was alleged to have taken a greater 
interest than shown towards other interns. F and and : e described P as 

3 Investigator attempted to contact R to interview her for this investigation but did not receive a return call 
from' R after leaving a message at the phone number that Investigator was able to locate for R 
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being nice and attractive. F noted that he believed Mr. Dumars to have paid for 
p to go on a white-water rafting event with other PD employees. e described 

that an incident where he, Mr. Dumars and P attended an MCLE event in Berkeley 
together, which B found to be unusual because P was only an intern, and had 
no need to obtain MCLE credits. B stated that he feU "like a third wheel," implying 
that he believed Mr. Dumars conceived of the event as a pretext to spend time with· P III 

F I " 6 and C . also discussed former PD employee (j,) , who 
they described as being generally "fun" and "attractive." There was no dispute between any of 
the interviewees that 4>, Mr. Dumars and F- . had spent time working out 
together in the office, during which workouts Q; wouia wear tight-fitting workout clothing 
and a sports bra in the middle of the office. The three interviewees generally alleged that Mr. 
Dumars had undel1aken extraordinary efforts to try to require the County to acknowledge'·
61's seniority despite 01 having switched to a flex-time schedule. . S 

alleged that Mr. Dumars "moved heaven and earth" to try to have Q~s" seniority 
reinstated, which following a reduction in force, would have resulted in ]S . being laid 
off as opposed to Q , 8 alleged that Mr. Dumars' motivation tor trying to 
keep q in the PD was simply because 'T Q ] is hot." 

Mr. Dumars categorically denied that he has ever taken an untoward or unprofessional interest in 
any other female PD employees or interns. With respect to' P , Mr. Dumars stated that he 
only invited P to an MCLE event one time, and did so because "[he] thought it would be 
good for her to network because she was going to law school." With respect to the white-water 
rafting event, Mr. Dumars alleged that he paid for many other employees' tickets for that event, 
and that it was not meant to "influence" any PD employee or intern. As a supervisor at the time 
of the workouts in the office with Q ' Mr. Dumars should have realized that. G) . 
wearing tight-fitting workout clothes in the middle of the department hallway was not 
appropriate in the workplace. Rather than participating in the workouts, he should have taken 
steps to end the workouts in the middle ofthe workplace. 

VII. 	 ACTUAL AND/OR PERCEIVED FAVORITISM BY DUMARS TOWARDS 
J) 

Interviewees discussed various ways in which they perceived Mr. Dumars to have shown 
favoritism towards C. 

a. Hiring 

.:t: described a conversation that took place at the Five Ten Bistro on the evening 
before Mr. Dumars' attempted suicide, where:t: \ overheard individuals congratulating 

t> on becoming a permanent employee..r , asked 1 1:> ' when her 
permanent employment became "official," to which [) allegedly responded, 
"[Dumars] just told me," and indicated to':r that she was being hired for the vacant 
Public Defender 3 position.' 3: recalled that shortly thereafter, she had a conversation 
with Mr. Dumars and' D " wherein Mr. Dumars instructed D and ':::J: 

to put their hands in the middle of the circle, and promise that they would not "sue 
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[Dumars]." .:t: ; alleges that Mr. Dumars then told.:I: that he was "79.8% 
sure," that ':t:. would receive the Public Defender 2 position. 1:> ' generally 
corroborated ,:::t:, 5 i account of the incident and thought Mr. Dumars was acting "weird 
or that was not the best tlung to say" and B - stated that he overheard Mr. Dumars 
telling. :r' to promise that she would not sue Mr. Dumars. 

Mr. Dumars, on the other hand, was somewhat inconsistent during his interview in both denying 
that the exchange took place as alleged by :l:: , and also stating that he does not 
remember many of the details of what occurred on that evening. However, Mr. Dumars stated 
during his interview that the alleged comment to %' that he was "79.8% sure" that 
she would receive one of the vacant permanent positions "sounded like something he might say." 
Additionally, Mr. Dumars explained his concern that the extra help attorneys may sue the county 
based on all the work they do without the pay. He expressed that would be the reason he would 
indicate "do not sue" the County. P recounted what she believed the context of his 
statement "promise not to sue me" and that it had to do with the extra help attorneys not being 
adequately compensated - "that is the way I took it" and he should have said "promise not to 
sue the County" rather than "promise not to sue me." 

In addition to i :J: '$-. , account of Mr. Dumars promising open positions to both 
'.l: and b J" [) unflinchingly stated that Mr. Dunlars had "given her 

every indication that she was gettmg one of the open [Public Defender] positions," and 
D's biggest question was why the announcement that she was being offered the open 

position had not come sooner. D generally conveyed that she became somewhat 
frustrated when Mr. Dumars began to suggest that she might have to actually apply for and be 
interviewed for the open position. As mentioned above, Mr. Dumars denies that he ever 
promised the vacant position to D " and stated that he would have had to confer with 

A in deciding who should fill the position - directly contradictinjl; [) '.$ 
account, as well as J:'S account. The Investigator finds .r (s : account to be 
an accurate account of the statements made. Further, it is obvious that the mtended message to 

:t:. . by Mr. Dumars asking ::t: ' to "promise not to sue him" 

Along those lines, the Investigator inquired of Mr. Dumars whether he felt that he should 
"recuse" himself from participating in the decision of who to hire for the vacant Public Defender 
positions in light of the perception within the department that there was an intinlate relationship 
between Mr. Dumars and . I:> . Mr. Dumars stated that he did not see any reason why he 
should not participate in that decision. When asked the same question, [) concurred 
with Mr. Dumars' assessment, stating that she felt Mr. Dumars would not be impaired or biased 
in any manner in selecting who should be offered the vacant positions. 

Additionally, .:r was unable to understand why, if there were vacant Public Defender 
3 and Public Defender 2 vacancies, she would automatically be considered as a candidate only 
for (qe Public Defender 2 position, while the Public Defender 3 position would be reserved for 

I) ...:r ,evaluated herself as a candidate for the Public Defender 3 position, 
at least to the extent that: D was also a candidate for that position. When questioned 
about this issue, Mr. Dumars alleged that:t was resistant to doing trials, while 

D had frequently handled trials in a number of cases. .l: . denies that she 
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actively avoided handling cases through trial, and that she does not believe that she received the 
same opportunities as D to work on the more felony cases which were more likely to 
go to trial. 

The Investigator concludes that Mr. Dumars infomled [) that the decision to hire her 
into the vacant Deputy Public Defender Position 3 was final, without requiring D to 
satisfy the County's typical application requirements and without considering other applIcants 
for such vacancy. 

b. Supervisor Training 

Investigator learned during the course of the investigation that Mr. Dumars had previously 
signed " Ii>. ' up to receive "Supervisory Effectiveness" training. On or about October 21, 
2013, : t> emailed Human Resources Supervisor leo to inquire about the 
details for the time and location of the classes, to which t<. , responded that the 
" ... training is designed for people who are currently in supervisory roles," and that [) 
should not have been signed up for the training. 

When asked about the training, t> stated that Mr. Dumars had approached: b 
to ask her if she was interested in the training opportunity, and that Mr. Dumars told her "he 
thought [she] would make a good supervisor," and that A., who was supervising the 
misdemeanor attomeys, did not bring the proper level of enthusiasm to that responsibility. 

D alleges that she specifically asked Mr. Dumars whether "[Dumars] thought other people 
in the office would be better suited" for the training, to which Mr. Dumars responded that the 
other attorneys were too busy. 

K .stated that when the time arrived to begin identifying attendees for the supervisor 
training, she contacted numerous department heads, including Mr. Dumars, to find out who they 
wanted to designate for training.' K ,alleges that Mr. Dumars told her that he wanted to 
reserve a space for himself and for one other employee. K; recalled that she told Mr. 
Dumars that she would hold the two spaces, and that when Mr. Dumars informed her that the 
other space was for t> ;, she did not recognize the name and proceeded with reserving 
the space. I< .stated that it was not Until D sent an email directly to 

K using the signature line ": b ," that . I< realized that Mr. 
Dumars designated a nonsupervisory, Extra Help employee for the supervisory training. 

t< stated that she thereafter informed: P that she had been mistakenly designated, 
as the course is designed for employees who currently hold a supervisor position. 

Mr. Dumars, on the other hand, stated that when J< contacted him about candidates for 
the supervisory training, he recommended to k that D attend "because of 
her position in the community," and because he anticipated that the misdemeanor supervisor 
position, which had recently been eliminated due to budget constraints, would possibly open up 
again, and Mr. Dumars felt that - D would be a good candidate for the position. When 
asked regarding whether there were other attorneys in the office of a more senior status whom he 
would consider as candidates for a potential supervisory position, Mr. Dumars stated that he 
believed e ' and ff could also fulfill those roles, but admitted that he did not 
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ask either of them, or any other attorney in the office for that matter, if they were interested in 
attending the training. 

c. Work Assignments 

Interviewees generally acknowledged that some rotation amongst assignments within the PD is 
nonnal. For example, interviewees stated that an attorney who is feeling overwhelmed by his or 
her caseload will sometimes temporarily take an assignment in the juvenile or "violation of 
probation" departments, which are characterized as being less demanding than other assignments 
and involve less trial work. As indicated in ... -C'S :written complaint and interview, 
C alleges that he had arranged with 1- that he would go into the juvenile department 

and 1- would take over his spot in the felony department. C, alleges that Mr. 
Dumars had previously approved the change, but then later tried to "hedge" on his acquiescence, 
and told C that he'd have to take the juvenile assignment for a shorter period of time, and 
would have to continue to work on his felony caseload simultaneous to his work in the juvenile 
department. ,.,.(::.:' alleges that Mr. Dumars' stated motivation for the change in assignments 
was that D ' wanted to "start a family," and that the lighter demands of the juvenile 
department would somehow facilitate' D QS . goals. 

F=' noted that he understood D to have received an assignment to the general 
felony cases, which he considered to have been unprecedented for an "extra help" attorney. 

Mr. Dumars denies having shown any favoritism to b by assigning her to the general 
felony or the juvenile departments and alleges that the transfer from general felony to juvenile 
was his idea. not: D's idea. However, Mr. Dumars acknowledged his understanding 
that t> intended to start a family and that t> was pleased with the idea of 
transferring to the juvenile department. Mr. Dumars denied that his understanding of 

D's family planning efforts played a role in his decision to effectuate the transfer, but 
instead stated that D's '''unhappiness'' with her assignment at the time was the 
motivation for the decision. 

D likewise denies that she asked for the assignment to the juvenile department. 
b stated that because the juvenile department is considered to be an easier assignment, her 

transfer to the juvenile department caused her to call into question her abilities. D 
further denied ever having told Mr. Dumars that she was trying to start a family, but later 
commented that she is, in fact, desirous of starting a family, and that "pretty much everyone 
knows that I am trying to start a family." t> '$ understanding of the reason for the 
transfer was that H ' had recently returned to the workplace after having a child, and 
wished to transfer from the violation of probation (lp,partment to the felony department, where 

P was working at the time.: I> .stated that C wanted a break, and 
ther<i~ore Mr. Dumars transferred C to the violation of probation department vacated by 

n ,and rotated· D ' to the juvenile department to allow ff to move back 
to the felony department. (In essence, Mr. Dumars swapped· f,).S 'and L' '$ 

assignments and he swapped CI.S and H'S assignments.) It is concluded that Mr. 
Dumars' favored J) in the assignment for the juvenile department. 
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Certain interviewees also alleged that Mr. Dumars is showing favoritism to D ;in tenus 
of the case assignments he makes,:t:. alleges that 8 had asked Mr. 
Dumars to allow ::r ~ to help him with certain felony r.l'Il':p.!I. hl1t Mr. Dumars refused, 
despite having allowed; [) to work on felony cases. Ii: stated his belief that 
Mr. Dumars has assigned more complex cases to f) than to others as a means of 
helping D, to advance her career more quickly. e .alleged that Mr. Dumars 
assigned D to assist Mr. Dumars on murder cases as means ofallowing Mr. Dumars to 
spend more time with D . than with other attorneys and staff. All are reasonable 
conclusions. 

d. Experts 

Both H .and F stated that tbey believed Mr. Dumars to have shown favoritism 
to t> in allowing her to retain experts without being required to obtain approval from 
Mr. Dumars, . A or 6' fa ... asserts that the expert witness budget has 
been depleted early into the budget year as a result. Mr. Dumars stated that none of the attorneys 
have ever been told that they could not hire an expert that they absolutely needed for a case. 

D and Mr. Dumars provided similar accounts of one occasion where I> 
allegedly asked Mr. Dumars for authorization to retain an expert regarding blood alcohol testing 
in a particular case, and Mr. Dumars encouraged 0 . to obtain the necessary testimony 
through the District Attorney's expert. 0 described that she complied with Mr. 
Dumars' instructions and was able to obtain the necessary testimony without incurring the cost 
of a separately-retained expert. 

e. Investigators 

According to Investigator ::r who formerly had a contract with the County for J 

private investigations, three PD attorneys encouraQed her to contact Investigator and describe her 
experiences with Mr. Dumars and.b '7 thereafter emailed Investigator with 
a synopsis of her conclusion that her contract with the County had been cancelled by Mr. 
Dumars out of favoritism to . t) . Investigator thereafter arranged to interview 

:r by telephone. 

J ' described that she had extensive experience in working for the County and that she 
was well-liked by many PD attorneys, as evidenced by their encouragement to her to contact the 
Investigator. T stated that from the beginning of J 1)\ S' employment with the 
PD, D was generally unresponsive to emails and calls from -:r '7 
alleges that D . did, however, enjoy working with a particular male emt>loyee of 

T'S named 1 S . T alleged that t> and S had a 
somewhat flirtatious relationship and that' P began making comments about how 
much she enjoyed working with j S and that sne would like to continue to work with 
him. T stated that . S began sending and receiving emails to ~. 
from his private email address and would frequently state how attractive and "fun" 1). 
was as a work colleague. T alleges that she encouraged·' S ' to "be careful," 
and to maintain a orofessional tenor to the relationship.:r alleges that she did not 
object to S' working with " , but that it became in an issue in or about 
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December 2012 when ;r, fired S ' for allegedly drinking on the job and 
engaging in fraudulent billing practices relating to her two businesses. 

r alleges that once S was no longer available for assignments, 
p IS faIlure to respond to ;rt$ . emails became an impediment to her work, and that 

she complained to :Mr. Dumars about her working relationship with 1) ,.::r. ,. 
alleges that Mr. Dumars asked her if she could bring back S , to which .;;r - _ 
answered that she could not. :r. alleges that :Mr. Dumars thereupon asked ;;r 
to hire another male employee that could do work for the County. 

According to :Mr. Dumars and T , ;ri.5 working relationship with the County 
came to an end as a result of a specific assignment. Mr. Dumars and T generally agree 
that ;r received an assignment to interview certain individuals in conjunction with a rape 
case that Mr. Dumars was supervising. J states that due to no fault of her own, she I 

was unable to interview all of the interviewees designated by Mr. Dumars, and that she went to 
the office to provide :Mr. Dumars with her report and ask for additional time to conduct her 
investigation. - ;r ,alleges that upon requesting the additional time, Mr. Dumars shut his 
office door and began screaming and yelling at T while "pounding on his desk" and 
using curse words such as "fuck" and "god damn," stating that T' ,had destroyed the 
defendant's life by failing to conduct the interviews as requested. :r alleges that Mr. 
Dumars refused to listen to ;r:S attempt to explain the reasons she had not conducted 
the requested interviews, and that:Mr. Dumars actually stood up and continued yelling, becoming 
so incensed that he was spitting while talking. 

:r alleges that Mr. Dumars told::r that no one in the office wanted to work 
with her, at which point :r- encouraged Mr. Dumars to bring any attorneys that did not 
want to work with her into:Mr. Dumars' office. ::r .alleges that she complained to Mr. 
Dumars at that point that D was the only attorney with whom she had a problem, and 
that she had sent D' ''tons of emails" to which ; .D~... would not respond . 

.J alle1Zes that Mr. Uumars refused to bring b into the office to discuss the 
incident. J alleges that she asked Mr. Dumars to reassign her to other attorneys, but 
that Mr. Dumars said in response, "I just want you to do your fucking job." ::r states 
that her contract with the County was subsequently terminated without the required notice under 
the terms of the contract. 

Mr. Dumars recalled the discussion that :r described and admitted telling :r 
to "do [her] fucking job." Mr. Dumars stated that the performance issues with:r ' were 
the only reason for the County not continuing to contract further with J"" . Mr. Dumars 
s~ted that he vaguely recalled b tellin..s him that ~ . did not. like t.o work 
With ~: . Mr. Dumars added that 8 also did not bke working With 7' 

6 stated that he complained to Mr. lJumars for two years that ;r 
was not a good investigator and should be replaced. S noted that it was not umll 
shortly after. P complained about' J that Mr. Dumars took action to end 
5'S : contract. 
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D admitted that she preferred working to S over working with 
:;T ,but states that the reasons were due to :JiS failure to interview witnesses and 

deliver subpoenas as requested. D , alleged that when she would email "T 
with requests, she would frequently get "snarky" responses back from:T" J) 
alleged that in one case she tasked :r 'with interviewing and serving a subpoena on a 
particular individual, and 10 months elapsed without the subpoena being served. t> 
stated that the witness lived off of a main road and it should have been an easy matter for 

-:1" 	 * serve the subpoena. 

YIn. CREDIBILITY/JUDGMENT POINTS 

In addition to the analysis regarding the actual and/or perceived relationship between Mr. 
Dumars and D and favolitism shown by Mr. Dumars towards J> , 
Investigator notes that there were a number of areas addressed in the interviews that called into 
question Mr. Dumars professional judgment at best, and his credibility and truthfulness at worst. 
The following is a brief swnmary of specific instances in which undisputed information revealed 
a lack of judgment by Mr. Dumars, or where Investigator determined that Mr. Dumars did not 
give truthful responses to the questions asked by the Investigator. 

• 	 Mr. Dumars admitted to the Investigator that he lied to Merced Police in conversations 
about his attempted suicide by telling them that his attempted suicide was work-related. 
Mr. Dumars stated that he felt he was trying to "protect his privacy" by lying to the 
Police; 

• 	 Mr. Durnars denied promising D that she was going to receive the vacant 
Public Defender 3 position and that the decision was fmal and she received the position. 

1) stated that Mr. Durnars did inform her that she officially received the 
position; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars denied telling] b , and J:. ..,. _, to put their hands in a circle 
and promise not to sue him prior to telling -::x; :he stated was "79.8% sure" 
that she would receive one of the vacant attorney positions. Investigator finds that Mr. 
Dumars' denials of this account are not credible. Mr. Dumars conceded that the 79.8% 
statement "sounded like something [he] would say."; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars insists that there is no reason why he should not participate in hiring 
decisions for the vacant Public Defender 2 and 3 positions, despite his knowledge 
employee perceptions of an intimate relationship between Mr. Dumars and D 
The Investigator fmds that Mr. Dwnars inability to understand the issues associated with 
his participation in those decisions reflects Mr. Dumars' clouded judgment, and that his 
inability to properly exercise judgment in hiring decisions concerning 0 ' is 
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reflective of a more general lack of judgment with respect to Mr. Dumars' supervisory 
abilities; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars refused to admit that he finds D sexually attractive, despite 
repeating the question posed, sitting back in his chair and pondering a response for 
several moments. Investigator fmds that Mr. Dumars' denials are not credible in this 
regard based on his comments and his demeanor and body language when responding to 
Investigator's questions in this regard; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars and t> denied having returned to the office at the same time 
outside ofnormal working hours, despite having been witnessed returning to the office by 

J: . and private investigator ~ '. Although Investigator was unable 
to locate ft· for an interview, Investigator finds e to be a very 
credible witness, and finds Mr. Dumars' and: DiS . denials of his conduct in this 
regard to be untruthful; 

• 	 Mr. Durnars acknowledges that he was approached by G ' in August 2013 
concerning employee perceptions of a relationship and/or favoritism towards 

t> "However, not only did Mr. Dumars continue to look for opportunities to spend 
time with D :, but he refused to infOlm Human Resources about the perceived 
relationship or recuse himself from the hiring process in light of employee concerns. 
Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' conduct in this regard is additional support for the 
conclusion that Mr. Dumars is unable to exercise a sound professional judgment when it 
comes to his relationship with D 

• 	 Mr. Dumars acknowledged that he spent more time with [) . than he did with 
other employees in the department, that he considered .. D to be part of his 
"inner circle," and that he shared information with t:> concerning his evaluation 
of the job performance of other department staff. (For example,. C .. reported Mr. 
Dumars shared his evaluation of C'S performance with D in his 
presence.) The Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' judgment in developing a 
"confidante" type of relationship with a subordinate employee and sharing impressions of 
staff with a subordinate employee are reflective of a lack of judgment on Mr. Dumars' 
part; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars alleged that when he sent a text message to his subordinate 8 
calling B a "fucker," he did so in jest and in a "spirit of friendship." 
Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' comments regarding the tenor of his message are not 
credible, and additionally that using such language in communications with a subordinate 
employee is reflective of extremely poor professional judgment and the cloud of 
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judgment is based on his personal interest in : t> ' as the inappropriate comment 
was made when D was in B ~ s office; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars denies t= "s version of a confrontation that occurred between the 
two in the workplace approximately four years ago, in which t= alleges that 
Mr. Dumars drew back a closed fist as if preparing to punch e . Mr. Dumars 
concedes that there was a heated confrontation between the two employees, but denies 
drawing back his fist. The Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' denial that he acted as if 
he was going to strike during the confrontation is not credible, particularly in light of 
other instances in which Mr. Dumars acted in a violent manner in the workplace. The 
Investigator finds that Mr. Dumat's apparent inability to control his temper at times in the 
workplace is further reflective ofhis poor judgment as a supervisor; 

• 	 The Investigator fmds that _ 0\ S account of his conversation with Mr. Dumars 
on the evening of September 27,2013 to be credible, wherein: e desclibed that 
Mr. Dumars told " B , that he felt himself to be "vulnerable" because of he 
perceived that P "liked" & \ and Mr. Dumars "liked" () 
The Investigator finds such statements by a supervisor towards a subordinate employee 
are further reflective of a lack ofjudgment; 

• 	 The Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' stated reason for transferring, .0 from 
felonies to juvenile cases to lack credibility. L. and e both indicated 
they had discussed and cleared with Mr. Dumars a swap between the juvenile and felony 
assignments, respectively, to which Mr. Dumars agreed. Both· 1- .and C 
indicated that Mr. Dumars stated there would be change to the assignments because he 
was placing' 0 in the juvenile cow1 assignment because it was a well-suited 
assignment for her given she wanted to start a family. Mr. Durnars stated that he 
transferredD because she was unhappy with the felony cases and he realized 
he made a mistake transferring her to the general felony case department. [) 
claimed that she never asked to be transferred, and stated that her only reservation with 
working felonies was that one of the judges for the felony cases was a long-time family 
friend and seemed to set higher standards for her than for other attorneys. She also was 
concerned with any negative reflection on her performance relating to the transfer to the 
juvenile department transfer; 

• 	 The Investigator finds that Mr. Dwnars exercised questionable professional judgment in 
ever having assigned t:> i, a junior Extra Help employee, to general felony cases. 
One interviewee stated that it was "unheard of' and "unprecedented" to see an Extra Help 
employee assigned to felonies while another employee stated it was "absurd"; 
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• 	 The Investigator fmds that Mr. Dumars displayed a lack of supervisorial and professional 
judgment in attempting to sign up himself and 1> to attend supervisor training 
together, without offering the training to other more senior attorneys in the department. 
Mr. Dumars' stated justification for why his decision was appropriate was that he and 

D ;would not have attended the same class together on the same day, However, 
Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars did not know that he and P would attend 
the training on separate days at the time that he held one of the training slots for: 

D . Further, Mr, Dumars conceded that he did not consider any other more senior, 
petmanent County employees for the supervisory training. He added that he believed 

D would perform will in a supervisory role over misdemeanors should he ever 
create such a supervisor position in the future; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars also showed a lack of supervisorial judgment when he stated that he had in 
the past "favored" B with assignment and an office with walls. Mr. Dumars 
stated that e had been part of his "inner circle" with [) .. It is 
concerning that Mr. Dumars admitted to "favoring" an employee he stated was in his 
"inner circle." Mr. Dumars has apparent difficulty in maintaining a professional 
supervisor/subordinate relationship and has engaged in conduct that has blurred those 
lines. Mr, Dumars created and maintained at a minimum close friendships with certain 
subordinate employees that clouded his supervisorial decision-making judgment; 

• 	 The Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars has displayed poor professional judgment in 
appearing at the courthouse for the past several court days and conversing with various 
attorneys and judges. The Investigator finds that Mr. Dumars' conduct in this regard 
displays a lack of respect for the investigatory process in general, and constitutes 
insubordination on Mr. Dumars' part in light of instructions from the County that he 
should not to have contact with department employees during the pendency of the 
investigation; 

• 	 Mr. Dumars complained that B made an inappropriate comment to 
t> :, Mr. Dumars did not investigate that comment by speaking with B 

nor did he contact the County's Human Resources Department Mr. Dumars should 
have taken such steps when learning of an alleged inappropriate comment in the 
workplace; 

• 	 Both L and P recounted a situation where a conflict of interest arose 
between their respective clients. ~ t.... explained to D that she needed to 
conflict out L was surprised and dismayed that P urged Mr, Dumars 
to "find a good attorney" for her client and that she would "discuss the issue later" with 
Mr. Dumars; 
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• 	 :xI.S account of the incident involving Mr. Dumars and his wife was 
confirmed by Mr. Dumars in most respects. Mr. Dumars invited :::r ,to a beer 

after hours. :::l: reluctantly conceded. X reported that Mr. 
Dumars' spouse arrived at the location and was visibly very upset, expressing her 
displeasure with Mr. Dumars drinking alcohol, his location at a bar, and that he was with 

:r X stated that Mr. Dumars invited his wife to stay and when 
she left, he explained she had reason to be upset with him because he has "cheated on his 
wife" and lied to her in the past.:r. reported she was very uncomfortable and 
made efforts to leave as quickly as possible. The Investigator found ::t!S 
account of the incident to be credible and Mr. Dumars to have lacked judgment relating 
to the comments he made to . .:x:. • 

IX. POSSIBILITY OF RETALIATION AND/OR WORKPLACE VIOLENCE 

Based on the written complaints against Mr. Dumars, the Investigator asked interviewees 
whether they were concerned about the possibility of Mr. Dumars engaging in workplace 
violence if he were to return to the office. With the exception of B and C 
interviewees generally stated that they were not worried about the possibility of workplace 
violence, but did remark that Mr. Dumars has somewhat of a volatile temper, and various pieces 
of anecdotal evidence about Mr. Dumars' temper surfaced over the course of the investigation. 

Most of the interviewees recalled an incident where Mr. Dumars took a baseball ball located at 
the office and began violently swinging the bat at a stack of client files. Interviewees generally 
stated that they found Mr. Dumars' behavior to be somewhat bizarre, but none of the 
interviewees described that they feared for their personal safety at the time of the incident. 

8 lw:itnessed the incident and said that it was "violent," and that after Mr. Dumars had 
finished hitting the boxes with the bat, he asked Bland A - if they wanted to 
swing the bat at the files as well. Mr. Dumars admittea mat he hit the tHe out of frustration 
toward a client (he was "taking a swing" at the client. Mr. Dumars said he asked A.. ,._ if 

A wanted "take a swing [at the client]," but did not recall having asked Q 
the same question. 

At some point after the incident actually occurred, an intern named" T;" used her cellphone to 
take a video recording of Mr. Dumars "reenacting" the incident, a copy of which was viewed by 
the Investigator and sent with this report. Again, interviewees generally remarked that the entire 
incident was "odd" or "weird" or "goofy, in a bad way." 

& :described an encounter with Mr. Dumars that occurred in or about 2008, where Mr. 
Dumars approached IE while e was using the copy machine, and began to 
scream and berate e for comments allegedly made by S during a hearing 
earlier in the day. e. .alleges that Mr. Dumars cocked his arm back with a closed fist 
and lunged toward him during the incident, as if to prepare to punch e. Dumars 
recalled the incident, but denied drawing his fist back and lunging as if preparing to hit 

e: e. stated that Mr. Dumars was later apologetic, and that with the passage of 
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effect. \) stated that she may have been offended by the comment and infonned Mr. 
Dumars that the comment was made, but had not wanted to make a complaint about the remark. 
Mr. Dumars stated that t> infonned him about the comment sa does not 
recall making such a comment. 

XI. CONCLUSIONS 

As an initial matter, Investigator recommends that . . 

Investigator notes that none of the written policies and guidelines obtained by Investigator during 
the course of this investigation specifically prohibit or otherwise address intimate relationships 
between supervisors and subordinates. The County's policy against nepotism addresses 
situations regarding County employees who are married or cohabitating, but does not address 
intimate relationships that fall outside of those parameters, such as a relationship in which a 
supervisor's "paramour" happens to be an employee over which the supervisor has some 
measure of authority. Likewise, the California Code of Professional Ethics does not prohibit or 
otherwise address intimate relationships between attorneys working within the same office. 

Investigator notes that despite the lack of any written policy specifically prohibiting interoffice 
relationships, such relationships have the potential to lead to discrimination and hostile working 
environments in violation of the County's anti-harassmentlanti-discrimination policies, as well as 
conflicts of interest in violation of the County's Code of Ethics and are commonly known to be a 
source of internal disputes that may lead to litigation. 

Generally speaking, complaints of favoritism in the workplace implicate provisions of the 
California Fair Employment and Housing Act ("FEHA"), which prohibit employers from 
discriminating against or harassing employees or other individuals with which the employer has 
contracted on the basis of certain enumerated protected characteristics, including but not limited 
to gender. From that standpoint, there exists at least the potential of various types of claims 
where a supervisor shows favoritism to an employee or employees of a particular gender. 

Male employees may have actionable discrimination claims against an employer where a 
supervisor either shows actual favoritism to female employees, or is perceived by male 
employees to have shown favoritism to female employees and thereafter retaliates against 
employees who complain about the perceived favoritism. Female employees may have 
actionable "quid pro quo" sex harassment claims against an employer where they were not 
afforded opportunities for jobs or advancements if those opportunities were conditioned on their 
willingness to submit to the sexual advances or demands of a supervisor. Employees of any 
gender may have an actionable claim for sex harassment on the basis that a supervisor created a 
hostile work environment where favoritism by a supervisor to his paramour is sufficiently 
widespread to convey the message to employees that they are viewed as "sexual playthings" and 
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that they only way to advance within the workplace is to engage in sexual activity with their 
. ,,4

supervlsor. 

Applied here, the Investigator fmds that it is inconclusive whether an actual intimate relationship 
exists or has existed between Mr. Dumru's and D ,. Investigator notes that () 
and Mr. Dumars both refused to answer any questions regarding the existence of a relationship 
that may have occurred outside of office hours or away from the work premises. Investigator 
reiterates her position that such questions are undisputedly likely to lead to information that is 
relevant to the investigation and would influence Investigator's conclusions, and that the 
personal activities of employees outside of the workplace, to the extent they involve an intimate 
relationship between a supervisor and his direct report,supersedes the privacy interests of the 
pertinent employees. Such matters would clearly be permissible in the context of civil litigation 
in Investigator's experience, regardless of whether questions about such matters are answered 
honestly. Therefore, Investigator concludes that although there is no direct evidence of an actual 
intimate relationship between Mr. Dumars and '[) , their mutual refusal to fully answer 
questions about the existence of a relationship, coupled with substantial anecdotal and 
circumstantial evidence of a personal relationship that exceeded the boundaries of a typical 
healthy work relationship, strongly supports at a minimum the perception that an intimate 
relationship existed (an may still exist) between Mr. Dumars and [) 

Again, the Investigator concludes that based on the information provided by interviewees, the 
Investigator concludes that a good-faith basis exists for the perception of an intimate relationship 
between 1> ' and Mr. Dumars, or at the very least that Mr. Dumars was actively 
pursuing a relationship and desired a relationship with 1:> " which has impacted Mr. 
Dumars' judgment as a supervisor. The interviewees unanimously stated that Dumars spent 
more time with 1> than he did with other employees, and that b seemed to be a 
confidante for Mr. Dumars, an impression which Mr. Dumars himself confirmed. Mr. Dumars' 
decision to select a subordinate employee as a "confidante" likewise reflects poorly on Mr. 
Dumars' supervisorial judgment. 

Furthermore, the Investigator concludes that, regardless of whether an actual relationship existed 
between Mr. Dumars and . t> , Mr. Dumars has shown actual favoritism to I> 
in the terms and conditions of her employment with the PD. Both P and 

:::::r. corroborated each other's account that Mr. Dumars indicated it was official that 
" was hired to the vacant Public Defender 3 position, thereby showing favoritism to 
D over other potential applicants as well as over X , who Investigator 

<:oncludes would have at least been a candidate for the same positions tor which [) 
was being considered, and Mr. Dumars conceded that he did not review the applications of other 
candidates for the Public Defender 3 position or consider.J:. for the Public Defender 3 
position. Investigator concludes that Mr. Dumars' comment towards ::z: .that he was 
"79.8% sure" that she would receive the other vacant position strongly suggests that if 

4 In the case of Miller v. Dept. of Corrections, 36 Cal.4th 446 (2005), the California Supreme Court held that there 
was dispute of fact as to whether a supervisor who engaged in relationships with multiple females in the workplace, 
and favored those females in the terms of their employment, had SUbjected the other employees in the office to a 
hostile work environment by conveying the message to the employees that they were "sexual playthings," and that 
the claim of a former employee for sex harassment and retaliation could therefore proceed to trial. 
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.l= were to have shown more interest in interacting with Mr. Dumars or in ootentially 
having a relationship with Mr. Dumars, he likely would have indicated that X '5 . 
selection for the vacant position was a higher percentage. t:>:" ::::c. .and B 

l corroborated the account of Mr. Dumars making t> and:r 
promise not to sue him when he discussed whether L' .would receive an offer for the 
vacant Public Defender 2 position. Investigator concludes ulat Mr. Dumars' denial that he 
promised he informed .0. her hiring was official and that he does not recall requesting 

t) and :I: promise not to sue him is not credible. 

The Investigator also concludes that Mr. Dumars showed favoritism to [) in offering 
her the opportunity to attend supervisory training, without making the same offer to other more 
experienced attorneys in the office. Mr. Dumars concedes that he did not inquire as to whether 
other attorneys were intf'!rpded in attending the training, despite confirming that attorneys such as 

B and H were likely candidates for future available supervisory positions. 
Investigator concludes that it is highly likely that Mr. Dumars would have shown favoritism to 

D in any potential application by D to be considered for a vacant 
misdemeanor suoervisor position he created in the future based on his established track record of 
favoring J) for the vacant Public Defender 3 position and assignments. The 
Investigator concludes that Mr. Dumars' conduct in attempting to designate himself and 

b for supervisorv training is strong evidence of Mr. Dumars' intention to show continued 
favoritism to t> and to create an opportunity for Mr. Dumars to spend time with 

D : outside of normal office settings. 

Investigator concludes that complaints regarding favoritism to . J) in terms of allowing 
D to circumvent normal procedures for retaining experts and hiring investigators do 

not support a fmding of favoritism by Mr. Dumars towards 1.). The information 
available supports the conclusion that PD attorneys have generally received approval for expert 
witness requests when such witnesses were determined to be necessary, and that Mr. Dumars 
challenged piS. need for an expert witness in similar fashion to requests by other PD 
attorneys for expert witnesses. 

Investigator concludes that there is insufficient information to support a conclusion that Mr. 
Dumars showed favoritism to I> in terms of hiring and contracting of private 
investigators. Investigator notes that, as a matter of law, private investigators such as 
;:r are entitled to the same protections under FEHA as are direct employees of the County. 

Therefore, if available information revealed that :r was subjected to a hostile work 
environment by reason of Mr. Dumars' favoritism towards P :::r would, 
conceptually, possess a claim against the County for sex harassment. However, Investigator 
concludes that there are conflicting reasons for the termination andlor failure to renew the 
contract of :r " There exists written and verbal evidence to support the conclusion that 

D considered· ::r.s performance as an investigator to be substandard, and Mr. 
Dumars conceded that he wanted to please' t> in the terms and conditions of her 
employment with the PD. Mr. Dumars also conceded that he considered the above-described 
assignment to :r that resulted in an exolosive confrontation between:::r and 
Mr. Dumars to be something of a "test" for: :r '. P confirmed that she 
overheard the confrontation between Mr. Dumars and:r However, there is also 
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evidence to support the conclusion that 7 was ineffective in her investigatory 
assignments from t> " and :r! conceded that she was unable to carry out the 
interviews to which she was assigned by Mr. Dumars, prior to PD's decision not to renew her 
investigation contract. 

The Investigator further finds that employees have a reasonable concern regarding workplace 
safety and retaliation for the reasons set forth in the summary and analysis. 

Notwithstanding all of the foregoing, Investigator notes that re~ardless of the existence of an 
actual intimate relationship between Mr. Dumars and t> " it is reasonable for employees 
to conclude such a relationship existed and at a minimum, the perception of a relationship and 
that Mr, Dumars desired such a relationship (especially given both Mr. Dumars and J) 
providing a "qualified denial" that they are not engaged in an intimate relationship "at work."). 
As a result, Mr. Dumars' judgment was seriously clouded with respect to many decisions which 
affected other employees of the department. Mr. Dumars' judgment remains clouded as he 
maintains that he can make sound judgments including the hiring of the permanent positions 
despite his obvious sexual attraction to 1)... There now exists within the PD an 
understandable complete loss of confidence in Mr. Dumars by the interviewees. Investigator 
notes that even those interviewees whom Investigator would characterize as being "friendly" 
towards Mr. Dumars, such as F ,could not conceive of the manner in which the office 
would be able to function with Mr. Dumars returning as the Public Defender. With the sole 
exception of £, , the interviewees unanimously stated that if Mr. Dumars returns to the 
office and is permitted to participate in decisions concerning the terms and conditions of 
employment of P> and other investigation participants, such decisions will be 
"tainted)" and that his continued involvement in such decisions will always be questioned and 
will result in an office that comprised of various "factions," such that it wilJ become 
dysfunctional. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Susan K. Hatmaker 
SUTTON HATMAKER LAW CORPORATION 
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To: Jim Brown 

From: A 
Re: Concern that falls under the Merced County Anti-Harassment and Discrimination Policy 

Date: October 28, 2013 

There has developed inside and outside the office of the Merced County Public Defender (hereafter 
Department) a perception that a relationship exists or has existed between Department Head Eric 

Dumars and Extra-Help AttorneY [) i. There has also developed with this perception a fear that 
questioning or complaining about this perceived relationship could result in retaliation against the 
complainant or against the Department given that Eric Dumars has a volatile personality and that 

D .is the daughter of '. So far one 
complaint has been made. In addition, ther~ have been other inquiries about the complaint procedure 
and discussions regarding the Merced County Anti-Harassment and Discrimination Policy with different 
members ofthe office. I am asking for an investigation regarding the perceived DumarS"'.D 
relationship because of: 

1. 	 the danger that the perceived relationship has infected and will infect the hiring process for the 
two permanent deputy public defender positions under NEOGOV Requisition # 1302547 as well 
as subsequent employee review and promotions; 

2. 	 the increased likelihood that there have been other current or former female employees of this 
Department who have been harassed by Eric Dumars; 

3. 	 the civil liability that has been created for this Department and Merced County as a result of this 
perceived relationship; 

4. 	 the role that the perceived Dumars~1) relationship has played in creating a hostile work 
environment; 

S. 	 the perception inside and outside the Department that there is a connection between the 
perceived Dumars--: D . relationship and Eric Dumars' medical leave of absence; 

6. 	 and the harm to this Department's reputation and morale that is being caused by this perceived 
relationship and the anecdotal evidence about the perceived relationship. 
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To: A 
From: B 
Date: October 29, 2013 

Re: Harassing and Menacing Behavior by Eric Dumars 

I am writing to report violations by Eric Dumars of Merced County's anti-harassment and workplace 

violence policies. In making this report, I am relying on the County's guarantee against retaliation, 

including "funding cuts" that result in "reduction in force" actions against employees at or near the 

bottom of the seniority list. I also consider myself a "whlstleblower" under the california Whistle Blower 

Protection Act. 

It Is an open secret that Eric Dumars is on administrative leave following an attempted suicide and 

mental breakdown. I am worried that he incorrectly views me as a personal and professional rival, and I 

am writing to Inform you of behaviors towards me which I consider harassing or menacing. 

In early September of this year, Eric began to "encourage" me to leave the office. He told me things like 

"you could do so much more" than be a public defender. He couched these statements In seemingly 

complimentary terms, but their underlying tone was apparent. Although I told him I had no Interest in 

leaving the office, he persisted to the point of making It uncomfortable for me. 

He engaged In other behavior akin to sizing me up. He asked me odd questions like "How many fights 

have you been In?1I When I told him very few, he told me that he had been In many. He also announced 

to a room full of people that he could "drink me under the table." To my knowledge, he did not make 

similar statements to others. 

Since he has been on administrative leave, his behavior has become more directly menacing. On 

October 13, I met with him at his apartment. He claimed that I was trying to get his job. When I told 

him that I had no Interest In his job, he claimed "to know" that people had asked me to replace him. We 

also discussed problems with his marriage, his medical records, and my concerns about potential 

lawsuits against him. 

On October 15, Eric tried repeatedly to reach me on my cell phone. He called and texted several times. 

When I did not respond, he began calling the office line. After my secretary told him a particular 

attorney-employee was speaking to me In my office, Eric sent me a text that read "What are you up to 

you fucker?" 

When he called again, I answered. He did not like that I had been speakins to that particular attorney

employee. He said, "Why don't you two come to my apartment so I can participate in the 

conversation?" His tone was hostile. 
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Although I was concerned about going to his apartment, I went only because I knew I wouldn't be alone 

with him. He once again accused me of being after his Job. I told him all I wanted was a stable office. 

He demanded to know where he fit In that "stable office." I gave him my views. 

During this time, Eric asked me if I wanted a beer. I told him, "No." Despite this, he got up from his seat 

and walked towards the kitchen. This also caused him to stand behind me. He lingered behind me. 

felt it was an effort to physically intimidate me. When he eventually sat down again, he said, III don't 

like you having that door on your office, and I don't like you closing it," I left his apartment soon 

afterwards. 

I didn't hear from Eric again until October 20. He sent me an odd picture via text of a former client. The 

picture showed the client peering strangely towards the lens. He followed It up with a second "friendly" 

picture of the client. I responded via text with a joke to try to gauge his purpose, but Eric offered no 

further explanation. 

On October 21, I was in the office briefly In the morning. Apparently, Eric also came In that day, but he 

was told to leave by County CEO Jim Brown. A couple of days later, another attorney told me that Eric 

suspected I had alerted Jim Brown to his presence. I did not call Jim Brown or anybody else. In fact, I 

didn't even know Eric was in the office. 

In addition to these behaViors, I have observed other troubling behaviors by Eric: 

1. 	 Over the past several months, he asked me, more than once, If I thoughtthe office was bUDed. 

2. 	 This summer I saw him repeatedly and violently swing a softball bat Into a box of client files. 

This was in our building in the middle of the work day near Wayne Eisenhart's old office. The 

bat is still there. 

3. 	 Earlier this year, Eric came Into my office in an excited state and asked, "Do I have anything to 

worry about?" I said, "Not that I know of." Other employees later told me he asked them the 

same question. 

4. 	 On September 27, at 510 Bistro, I heard him repeatedly ask.:x. for assurances 

that she wouldn't sue him. It was an odd exchange that was witnessed by others. Later that 

evening, Eric made other strange statements to me. 

I have included photos of the texts and softball bat on t~~ 
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October 28. 2013 

Merced County 

This is regarding the Merced County Public Defender, Eric Dumars, currently on disability leave 
following an attempted suicide. 

1am invoking "whistleblower status" for purposes ofthis letter and its content; it is my 
understanding that this status will protect my anonymity and protect me from retaliatory conduct 
if ordinary legal protections fail. This is also a confidential personnel matter. I may share it with 
my union representative and with legal counsel without compromising the confidential character 
ofthis Jetter. 

This constitutes formal notice ofa dangerous and intolerable workplace environment. 

First, it is apparent that Mr. Dumars has been engaged in a personal relationship with an attorney 
in the office who he supervises, likely in violation ofboth County Policy and the State Bar 
attorney ethics code. This behavior has created an intolerable workplace environment for me 
because the attorney with whom he is involved is a) the daughter of 
b) younger and far less experienced than I am, c) female while 1am male, and d) the relationship 
conveys the impression that she will receive special consideration for promotion and benefits. 

Mr. Dumars has given the clear impression that the attorney enjoys special favors and 
consideration for job assignment and opportunity for promotion. She is his confidante and 
companion to an extent not experienced by any other attorney in the office. If it is not true that 
she has received special benefits or consideration due to their relationship, their relationship has 
the appearance of impropriety and invites complaints and lawsuits. 

Their relationship was also a factor in Mr. Dumars' recent attempted suicide, the details ofwhich 
have circulated as rumor throughout the legal community and the public defender's office. The 
"secret" attempted suicide has cast a shadow over the office and its credibility and effectiveness, 
and yet the attorneys in the office have not been explicitly informed about their fate and the fate 
of the office. This has a sharp negative effect on our ability to function and helps to create 
intolerable workplace conditions. 

Mr. Dumars has gone so far as to include this attorney in meetings with me in which he has 
discussed details ofmy job performance and department assignment. I found this highly 
unethical and unprofessional. Moreover. after I had requested a change of assignment and it had 
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been granted, to begin within a few months, he afterward told me that' had to take the 
assignment immediately and for a very short period oftime because it was reserved for her so 
that she could start a family. He has also been in the habit ofdiscussing details ofmy job 
assignment, caseload, and performance with other colleague attorneys in the office. These are 
confidential personnel matters. 

The attorneys in this office. who have obligations independent from those ofordinary public 
employees, ought to have been fully informed ofthe risks to the office and workplace-- and to 
criminal defendant clients' rights- resulting from a defense attorney with severe mental 
difficulties. We are now conducting business in an atmosphere of distrust, gossip, and 
uncertainty about the future. 

I am very concerned as well about the safety ofall office personnel given Mr. Dumar's recent 
mental breakdown and attempted suicide. (believe that his conduct which 1have observed 
indicates extreme depression and paranoia. He is about to try to regain his position as head of 
the office by qualifYing for "light duty" under a disability, and has informed the office that he 
hopes to return to work next week. For an unknown period oftime following his release from 
the hospital, he had access to the office and all files, including personnel flIes. 

I believe that there is a danger ofMr. Dumars again being a threat to his own or others' safety, 
and that he has the potential to commit workplace violence. 

I feel that there should be measures taken to ensure the safety of the office. There is currently no 
security for the office and the physical layout is very vulnerable. Please take action to secure the 
safety of the staffas well as the integrity of the client and personnel files. He has been in the 
office and behind the closed door of his office on two occasions about which I am aware since 
the attempted suicide. 

According to the Merced County Anti-Harassment and Discrimination Policy, Il(A), it is my 
duty to make a complaint orally or in writing with my immediate supervisor or departmental 
head under these circumstances, in an effort to resolve the concerns at the departmental level. It 
is my beliefthat these concerns cannot be resolved ifMr. Dumars remains as department head. 

Sincerely, 

c 
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-


-From: Giacalone, Annette 

Sent! 1}J!!sdav. November 05,20139:59 AM 


To: " 
Subject: FW: Interview Update 

From B 

From: a 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Giacalone, Annette 
Subject: RE: Interview Update 

Then I'm concerned for myself and anyone else who has filed a complaint. I believe information has been shared with 
others, Including persons mentioned in the complaint. 

From: Giacalone, Annette 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05,20138:17 AM 
To: B 
SubJeCt: RE: IntervIeW update 

8 :- The CEO, the HR Director and now the Investigator. 
Thanks, 
Annette 

From: S, 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05,20136:53 AM 
To: Giacalone, Annette 
Subject: RE: Interview Update 

1 
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Who has access to my complaint? 

From: Giacalone, Annette 
Sent: Thursdav. OctooPr 31,20133:23 PM 
To: fa 
Subject: RE: Interview Update 

Thank you. 

From: B . 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: Giacalone, Annette 
Subject: RE: Interview Update 

That's fine. 

From: Giacalone, Annette 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:12 PM 
To: Q 
SubJ8Ct: .tntervlew upuate 

" . I just received an update from the Investigator and she needs to adjust your time to 9:00, Instead of 9:30. Iam 
hoping this still works for you. Please advise. 
Thankyou, 
Annette 

2 
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-

From: C 
Sent: Tuesday, November OS, 2013 12:00 PM 
To: Giacalone, Annette 
SUbject: RE: Confidential Investlgatlon 

This was to be confidential, but someone in your office has leaked the details of my complaint and the Investigation to 
the parties Involved and who are the potential subjects of the Investigation. This Is a very serious case involving 
confidential personnel matters, with potential litigation consequences. In addition, attorneys in my office are being 
Intimidated and pumped for Information. 

I need to know whether and to what extent Eric DlAmars and t> 'are clArrently involved in the investigation of 
my complaint. I need to know whether I need to have counsel with me during the IntervieW, whether it will be recorded 
In any fashion, and who else has been informed of the complaint and investigation. 

From: Giacalone, Annette 
Sent: Thurc;MV, October 31,20131:21 PM 
To: c: 

Subject: COnfidential Investtgatlon 


C ) Your name has been given as a witness In a confidential Investigation. The Investigator is available to meet with 
YOlA on Wednesday, November 6111

• The Interviews will be held in room 304 (office next to Budget) on the third floor of 
the Admin Building. I have 3 time slots available as follows: 11:00, 12:30 and 2:00. Please let me know which one of 
these times will work best with your schedule. 
The investigation and interview are considered a confidential matter, and should not be discussed outside the interview. 
Please advise. 
Thank you, 
Annette 

1 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:23AM 

<Messages 

Yesterday 6: 18 PIVi 

You know how you 
mentioned bombs going 
off? 

Am I correct in assuming 
you want the office to 
function well with low to 
no drama? 

So you would not do 
anything to make a bad 
situation worse? 

Contact 


What do ou rnean? This 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:23 AM 


<Messages D Contact 

What do you mean? This 
is all pretty cryptic. 

You like cryptic. 

What is your purpose? 

11m just wondering if you 

still think it's a good thing 

for me work at the PD. 11m 

getting tired of waiting for 

my job to open up. 


You have earned that job. 

Glad you think so. 

Someone at the office 

thinks otherwise. 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:23AM 

<Messages D Contact 

What do you mean? 

And I don't have any 
problem telling anybody 
that you have done a very 
good job here. 

I don't know but 11m 
apparently collateral 
damage. 

I don1t understand. The 
rurllors? 

Favoritism. 


I'Favoritism 'l doesnlt have 
anything to do with you 
having earned your St)ot as 
a full-tinle attorne in the 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:23 AM 

<Messages t> Contact 

war. 

It makes me sick to see 
the vultures circling. More 
than anything, that's why I 
want to leave. My job was 
my sanctuary and now itls 
marred by people with 
agendas. 

I understand needing this 
place to deal with other 
stuff. 

Apparently all my hard 
work means nothing to 
whoever this person/ 
people are. 

Exactly! A place you can 

-I _ _ .. _.I.. _ _ _ .. .. __ _ ... _ _ ... _ .. ~ _ _ .&.. - - I 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:23AM 

<Messages Contact 


Work hard and help people 
no one else would even 
look at! 

What exactly do YOll 

mean? I don't think 
anybody who's paid 
attention to your vvork 
could legitimately question 
it. 

Somebody· s calling it into 
question. It's apparently 
not you (didn't really think 
it was). 

I suspect it is someone 
who hasn't been paying a 
lot of attention to the office 
until recent opportunities 
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·.000 AT&T LTE 8:23AM 

<Messages D Contact 


Somebody·s calling it into 
question. It's apparently 
not you (didn't really think 
it was). /i 

I suspect it is someone 
who hasnIt been paying a 
lot of attention to the office 
until recent opportunities 
has arisen. 

I am not your enenlY, and I 
am not after Eric's job. I 
want a healthy, stable 
office wtlere I can work 
forever. 

I • • r. · • I i 
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••000 AT&T lTE 8:24AM 

<Messages Contact 


The office was healthy and 
stable. All of what's 
happened is personal. It 
can be healthy and stable 
with Eric back. You know 
he did a good job. 

He did a lot of good 
things, but some of his 
behaviors troubled nle. He 
said sonle pretty weird 
stuff to nle that you 
probably don!t know 
about. 

But someone at the office 
is determined to prevent it. 
And is going very low to 
get it. 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM . 

<Messages Contact 


But someone at the office 

is determined to prevent it. 

And is going very low to 

get it. 


lam getting dragged 
through the mUd. 

And he was very 
confrontational with nle 
that day in his apartnlent. 

He is a little paranoid. 

Agreed. But he's also very 

vulnerable. 


I seenl to be a target ... 

Target? 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM 

<Messages Contact 


But what weird stuff has 
he said? live heard some 
stuff before as well but 
always laughed it off. 

11m not sure I should say. 
Some of it involved you. 

Well now I think you have 
to say it. 

Ok. Give nle a second. 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM .:Je+ 

<Messages Contact 

Ok. Give me a second. 

, ...... I ••••• 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM 

<Messages Contact 


Was he drunk? 

About LR.nl. He pulled 
nle over to a high top 
table. Then you carl1e over 
to the table. You guys said 
you were getting a pizza~ 
and I went home. 

I was talking about times 

when he suggested that 

pazin was bugging our 

phones. Silly shit like that. 


So it was that night? 

He was all fired up that 

night no doubt. 


Yes. that ni ht. 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM 

<Messages t> Contact 

Yes, that night. 

We all know now he was 
not ok that night. 

I'm not sure what I know. 
Eric just called me out of 
the blue as Ilnl texting you. 
That seems like a helluva 
coincidence ... 

11m hoping he1s addressing 

his issues. I believe he is 

and is much better. 


It not any planning on my 
part! Seriously! 

He's probably reacting to 

the same BS 11m reactina 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM 

<Messages Contact 

Yes. Lots of weird 
staternents to nle fJlus his 
accusations al)out nle 
being after tlis jot). 

The job thing is him 

worrying be he trusts you 

and has trusted you. You 

were his inner circle. 


What weird statements? 

He's paranoid about 

people taking advantage 

of his current weakness. I 

know it probably hurt your 

feelings. He·s questioning 

everything and everyone 

right now. 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:25 AM 

<Messages D Contact 

11m at fucking Barnes and 
Noble trying to be chill. 

But doing more worrying 
than is good. 

So 11m talking to you be I 

think you are my friend. 

And I hate speculating with 

no information. 


I don't know. 1'111 at the 
office, and I anl going 
honle. I don't wallt to be 
here alone. 

I arll your friend. 

Who·s paranoid now? 
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••000 AT&T LTE 8:25 AM 11:)+ 

<Messages Contact 

If you are worried, should I 

be? 

And 11m glad be I am 
certainly not. But 
someone is after me or at 
least my job. 

So I'm reaching out to you 
for information. 

Be you hear and see a lot 
of shit. 
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••000 AT&T lTE 8:25AM 1D1' 


D Contact 


And I'm glad bc I am 
certainly not. But 
someone is after me or at 
least my job. 

So 11m reaching out to you 
for information. 

Be you hear and see a lot 
of shit. 

Drivi ng ... tlold on. 

Read Yesterday 

We can just talk later if you 
want. I don't want to mess 
up your Sunday evening 
with all my worrying. 

Th~nk~ thnllnhl I 
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eeoooAT&T 4G 8:30AM 

<Recents Info Edit 

Eric 

Yesterday 

6:58 PM Missed 


mobile 

+1 (209) 

FaceTime 

. .. . 
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••••0 AT&T LTE 5:30 PM 

<Messages Eric 

ifviessc;ge 
fw::'sday '00 Pkl 

Hey! 

You there? 

You know if you keep 0 
in your office much longer 
the gas might cause her to 
suffocate! 

What are you up to you 
tucker? 

loda.y 1 :09 f'M 

Contact 
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••••0 AT&T LTE 5:31 PM 

<Messages Eric Contact 

What are you up to you 
tucker? 

Sunday 


Today 2:49 prvl 

If __ asks you to go to 
Target with him, vvatch out. 
If s likel a set-u . 
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Merced Police Department 
Detail 

Print oaW1llne: 10/1612013 15:39 
Login ID: TRINDADT 
c... Number: 201340047230 

MERCED POUCE DEPARTMENT 
ORi NumIIer: CA0240a00 

LocafIon: .. ..-

Repoltlng 0IIIcer 10: 202 -PiNTABONA 
AssIgned Buruu: PATROL 

Offens.. 

IIIcIdant$:suiCiDe 
Occurnd From: 08l28I2013 00;15 
0acu1Nd Tbiu: 09I28J2013 00:16 
R8pcMtecI DItIt: 08l28I2013 00:20 

Status: EXCEPTIONALLY CI.EARED 912812013"'tua DatI: 
EB Clear: Exa ClaarDdl: 

_;:0; PUBUC SAFElY1 State PUBHE 5150 WI 1 

Scene Code: 
tlofJ..........: 
Ab:IIIIIoHd seruotant: No 
o....clclnl; No 
Gamldlng MotIYatad: No 

SINGLE RESIDENCE 

REPORnNG PARTY 1 :JULIA GAIL DUMARS 

Subjects 

SUSPECTta=FENDER1 ERIC ANTHONY DUMARS , WHITE 

Subfec:tt'l-REPORDNQPARlY 

SUSPECT10FPENDeR Type: SUSPECT/OFFENDER 
...or. WHITE lex: MM.E 008:
Heltht: eft. 2m. "Ight: 175.0 Iba. 1aIId: 
Era: ORN Haln BRO Ate: ...
saN: D'YLI:' '-•. State: CA· OALFORNIA 

Crime Code Statute ~~ 
PUBHE 5150 WI CUSTODY FOR PUBLIC SAFElY 

oo,.,..tfc Violence: No FedIrII Agenclett Involved: No 

Arrests 

PrtmaIy: NO 

No 

REPORllNO PARlY 

PropertY 

Page: 1012 
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Merced Police Department 

Detail 


MERCED POLICE DEPARTMENT 
ORI N....r. CA024060D 

Print DIdaIrIIne: 1011812013 16:39 
Login ID: TRINOADT 
cue Number. 2013-0(1)47230 

Vehicles 

SYNOPSIS: 

Handwritten original narrative in the case file reads as follows below in the Nmative section. 

SCENE DESCRIPTION: 

N/A 

NARRATIVE: 

On 9-2S-13, at approximately 0020 hours, units responded to : for an attempted suicide. Upon mival I 
located (v) Dumars on the t1oo~ conscious, breatbina and intoxicated. Dumars had obvious sips ofhangina to 
his neck. Upon seeing law ~ he became irate and began to struggle with 08icers. Dunws was 
wrestled to the floor and restrained. He was then 1ransportedby Riggs to the BR.. I spoke with Julia, the RP. She 
advised Dumars has been increasingly depressed recently. This evening he threatened to shoot himselfbuthe 
does not possess a fireamL Shortly after, Dumars went into the garage, where Julia heatd Dumars maJcina 
noises which she described as someone struggling to breathe. Julia entered the g&J:'age to find Dumm hanging 
freely by his neck from a rope tied to the rafters. Julia tried to hold Dumars up. however, was unsuccessfUL She 
then got a chair from the residence and tried to put it undemeath Dumars' feet. By tJda time Dumars was 
unconscious. Julia then went inside to get a knife, which she used to cut the rope holdingDumars and than the 
loop from around his neck. While on the p~ Julia said she administered one rescue bJ:eatb. to Dumars and he 
began to breathe. At that time police and rescue personnel arrived on scene. Per Julia, Dumars has never 
attempted suicide in the past. 

End ofreport. 

Officer Pintabona#202 \\ 9·2S-13 \\ re 

Page: 2 of2 
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·.000 AT&T LTE 8:24AM 

<Messages D Contact 
. ,,- '-~-""" ....- .. .. 

totally get that! 

Have I ever suggested 
that? I see what makes 
you want to work. Your 
cases and trial not people 
management. 

Thatls what I wanted too. 
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II1II--__________________________ 


From: 

Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:55 AM 

To: SUsan K. Hatmaker 

Subject: Merced Public Defenders 


Hello, Susan 

I have received your business card and information from 3 attorneys at the Public Defenders office 
now and each have asked me to contact you in regards to your investigation here. I'm not sure in 
what direction your investigation is going so I'm not sure I can be of any assistance but if you want to 
talk, I am available. 

I have worked with the Public Defenders office since 1991 with a short break in between. I recently 
(in June 2013) was let go by Eric Dumars as a contract investigator. The reasons for him letting me 
go were very prejudicial and absolutely showed favoritism for an employee (attorney) who preferred 
working with my male associate instead of me. Many of the attorneys within this office along with 
staff members knew this and were upset about the change but were afraid to say anything for fear of 
their own pOSitions within the office. One staff member quit her job because of the harassment she 
got from him. Maybe you should talk to her for sure. She was much more exposed to the explosive 
and demeaning behavior of the Public Defender. 

When speaking with a judge, I was also told about his behavior between the judge, the DA and the 
Public Defender in court where his explosive temper was exhibited. If these types of issues are what 
you are searching for, please don't hesitate to call me and we can meet. If not, then our contact is not 
necessary. I don't need to burn my bridges with the Public Defenders office because someday, I 
hope to get my contract back. I have always been a devoted investigator for this office and have 
gone out of my way to help this office because of their very limited funds. Generally, I like and work 
well with most of the employees there and have a good relationship with all the other 
investigators. So unless this is going to help our community and our Public Defenders offICe become 
more peaceful and a better working environment in order to provide the best services to our clients, 
then I'm not sure what good any of this will do. 

There is a great separation within this office that I have not seen before. I hope that your office can 
sort out all the issues and get it back on track. 

My contact information is: personal cell office number home 
number, 

Sincerely submitted, 

1 
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" Investigator 

c. PI #15196 

2 
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III. CODE OF ETHICS 


County employees have important public relations responsibilities. Work attitude, 
conduct and appearance are subject to close inspection by the public. The public 
often bases their total judgment of the efficiency and character of county government 
by a single employee's attitude, appearance or performance. For this reason, it is 
especially important that all employees be courteous to the public. Courtesy means, 
among other things, being prompt in waiting on people, being patient, and taking a 
personal interest in seeing that all calls. requests. and complaints are properly 
handled. 

CODE OF ETHICS 

Purpose: To establish standards of conduct and to delineate the ethical 
responsibilities of the public service for the guidance of all employees. 

Code ofEthics: Maintenance of high ethical and moral standards is the 
fundamental basis for effective govemment. Public confidence in government is 
endangered when ethical standards falter; therefore, all Merced County employees 
must act with the highest degree of integrity, impartiality, and devotion to the public 
interest. 

Acceptance of Gratuities: No employee shall accept any fee, compensation, 
gift, payment of expense, or any other thing of monetary value in circumstances in 
which acceptance may result in. or create the appearance of resulting in, the use of 
public office for private gain; preferential treatment of any person, impeding 
governmental efficiency or economy; any loss of complete independence or 
impartiality; the making of a County decision outside official channels; any adverse 
effect on the confidence of the public in the integrity of County government. 

Conflict of Interest: All County employees are entrusted by the public we 
serve with the reasonable expectation that each employee will diligently carry out 
those duties and responsibilities which are Inherent in their positions. As County 
employees in the public service, we must preserve and foster the trust of the public in 
our every day conduct. In. light of these expectations. an employee's use of county 
time or resources to carry out non-county functions is not authorized and may result 
in disciplinary action up to and including termination. The accomplishment of 
personal business will be carried out during the employee's personal hours. 

Discrimination: There shall be no discrimination in any County activity because 
of Sex, Race, Color, Ancestry. Religion. Creed, National Origin, Physical Disability 
(including HIV and AIDS). Mental Disability, Medical Condition (including Cancer). 
Age, Marital Status. denial of Family Care Leave, and Sexual Orientation. 
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III. CODE OF ETHICS (continued) 


Polit;cal Activity: The County encourages all its employees to vote and otherwise 
express their poJitical interest in a manner which does not interfere with their 
effectiveness as County employees. Certain restrictions are placed on political 
activity. County employees may not participate in any political activity during 
working hours or while in a County uniform. or solicit political contributions from other 
County employees. 

Confidential Information: Each employee has the obligation to the County 
government and its citizens to strive to reach the County's goals, and to uphold the 
principles of public trust. One facet of this trust Is infonnation. Employees are not 
to divulge or disclose to unauthorized parties confidential information available to 
them through the direct or indirect course of their employment, or use such 
information for personal gain, for themselves or for others. 

Disclosures: Any employee who discloses information by prOvision of evidence 
regarding gross mismanagement, Significant waste of funds, abuse of authority, a 
substantial and specific danger to public health or safety; andlor the filing of a 
complaint for cause will not be subjected to any reprisal action. Reprisal action 
means any act of intimidation, restraint. coercion or discrimination against any 
employee, applicant or member of the public. 

Failure to observe any provision of the Code of Ethics may result in appropriate 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 
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COUNTY 

Employee Handbook 


Merced County Employee Handbook 
August 2007 
(Updated December 6, 2011) 
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This handbook provides a summary of information concerning County employment 
and benefits. It is not intended to cover all County Rules and Regulations affecting 
you as a county employee. 

All employees are encouraged to become familiar with the resources used to 
compile this handbook. They are available on the County's Intranet "MC-Info" or by 
contacting Human Resources at ext 7682. 

Salary Allocation Resolution 

Human Resources Rules and Regulations 


Recruitment and Selection Resolution 

Operations Directives 


In the event of conflict between this handout and any County Ordinance, 
Resolution or Policy, those official documents are the final authority. 

The information contained in this handout is not a contract and does not create 
contractual or legal rights on behalf of any employees. This handout is subject to 
being supplemented, modified, withdrawn or otherwise changed at the discretion of 
the County Executive Officer or as the Board of Supervisors deems necessary. 

If you have any questions or problems not covered by this handout you are 
encouraged to discuss them with your immediate supervisor, or by contacting 
Human Resources at extension 7682. 

PREPARED BY THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 
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I 

MEI.CEOb. James L BrownCOUNTY EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
County Executive OffICer

COUNTY Human Resources 
2222 OM" Street 
Merced. CA 95340 
(209) 385·7682 
(209) 385·7375 Fax 
www·CQ.merced,ca·\J.3 

Equal Opportunity Employet 

Dear New Employee: 

Congratulations on your new position with Merced County. We are glad to have you on board, 
joining a team ofdedicated people working hard for our County's 250,000 plus residents. 

As you know, the process for gaining employment with Merced County is a challenging one. We 
are proud ofour process, as it aims to ensure that the best candidates are chosen. You should be 
proud ofthe accomplishments that have brought you here today. 

Our County slogan is "Striving for Excellence"- a phrase that is printed on all our documents and 
an ethic we want ex.emplified in all of our employees. The county's primary goals are to best 
serve our residents through good customer service, accountability with taxpayer dollars, and a 
commitment to excellence in all ofthe work we do. I hope that you will take our slogan to heart 
and always be mindful that you are working to benefit our County residents. 

Merced County is an ex.citing and dynamic place to work and is filled with caring, compassionate, 
hardworking employees. We are proud that you are joining us to help deliver the vital and 
essential services that County residents expect and deserve. 

Thank you for your willingness to join us, as we work hard to serve our residents, families and 
children. Once again, welcome and congratulations. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
County Executive Officer 

. STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE 
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I. HISTORY OF MERCED COUNTY 


Merced County is located in the central San Joaquin Valley, which was once a vast 
arid plain stretching from the Tehachapi Mountain range in the south to the 
Sacramento Valley in the north. It is bisected by rivers that carry runoff from the 
snows of the Sierras. The original inhabitants of the Valley were a tribe of Indians 
called Yokuts. Gabriel Moraga, a Spanish soldier, led an exploratory expedition from 
San Juan Bautista into the Valley searching for suitable sites for missions. Moraga 
began his trip in the heat of the summer. In his pursuit, he came upon a stream of 
water which seemed a veritable river of mercy. He named this stream "Rio De 
Nuestra Senora de Merced", which translated means, "River of Our Lady of Mercy". 
Moraga continued his journey and came upon thousands of butterflies along the 
banks of another stream flowing through a canyon. He called this stream "EI Arroyo 
de Las Mariposas", "the creek of the butterflies". This vast central valley area came 
to be known as Mariposa. 

The year 1844 saw the arrival of North Americans into the Valley. General John C. 
Fremont, accompanied by Kit Carson, was on an expedition to gain knowledge of the 
territory. Following General Fremont was a party led by John Woodhouse Audubon, 
son of the naturalist John James Audubon. He was studying the animal and the bird 
life of California. The 1849 "California Gold Rush" brought thousands of people and 
some settled in the area of Merced. 

When California became a state in 1850, it was divided into twenty-seven counties of 
which Mariposa was the largest. The area which is now Merced County was then an 
integral part of Mariposa County. In 1855, the California legislature created the 
County of Merced from the northwestern portion of Mariposa County. Since the bulk 
of settlers lived along the Merced River, the new county took "Merced" as its name. 

The first meetings of County government were conducted under groves of trees, in 
hotel parlors, and in saloons. A permanent location was needed, so Snelling, on the 
banks of the Merced River, was selected as the County seat in 1857. 

The arrival of the railroad through the Valley meant a new mode of transportation and 
a boom to the economy for towns located along the railway. A petition was circulated 
in 1872 to move the county seat from Snelling to a suitable location along the 
railroad. A bitter contest broke out between the towns of Livingston and Merced to 
become the county seat. Merced won the honor by a majority vote cast in the 
general election. 
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I. HISTORY OF MERCED COUNTY (continued) 


A new building was needed to carry out the necessary County services and bonds 
were issued to construct a new courthouse which was built in 1874-75 at a cost of 
$55,970. The Courthouse formed a nucleus of other buildings and served as a major 
county building until mid-1975. With the advent of the present modern "County 
Administration Building", the Courthouse became a museum and focal point for the 
Court House Park, and is the centerpiece for the County Seal. 

From this beginning with a population of 800, Merced County has evolved to take its 
place among the 58 counties of California. The County is comprised of 1,984 square 
miles. The County is located just north of the geographical center of the state in the 
heart of the rich central San Joaquin valley. This location allows its residents many 
unique advantages. It is 80 miles from the High Sierras and Yosemite National Park; 
260 miles from Los Angeles; 120 miles from the San Francisco bay area; four hours 
from Lake Tahoe and Reno; and a two hour drive from Sacramento, the State 
Capitol. 

Agricultural related industries are a major source of employment along with food 
processing, retailing, and light manufacturing. The County offers a rural setting with 
metropolitan growth. Residents enjoy summer temperatures averaging 95 degrees 
and winters averaging 55 degrees. Residents of Merced County enjoy a variety of 
recreational activities including hunting, fishing, and boating. Snow skiing, back
packing, and camping in the High Sierras and Yosemite National Park are all within a 
four-hour drive. 

A new addition to Merced County is U.C. Merced, the 10th University of California 
campus, which opened in the fall of 2005. 

The County has evolved into a county that provides a full range of services to a 
population of over 251,510 with county facilities and services located at different sites 
throughout the county. 
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II. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT. 


Merced County is an equal opportunity employer providing opportunities to all 
persons regardless of sex, race, religion, national origin, color, age, disability, 
veteran's status, political affiliation, medical condition, marital status or sexual 
orientation in all areas of employment including hiring, promotion and employee 
development. 

It is the policy of the County to provide reasonable accommodation to qualified 
disabled employees. 

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 

Merced County intends to maintain a business environment that respects people 
regardless of their differences. Valuing diversity and inclusion will help us meet our 
business goals in the following ways: 

.:. 	 It will help us attract, retain and motivate the best and brightest people 

we need to run our business fully utilizing the diverse U.S. labor market. 


.:. 	 It will allow us to better understand the diverse customers we serve and 

demonstrate to them that we are committed to recognizing and meeting 

their needs . 


• :. 	 As a government agency, it will help us to recognize and support 

diverse segments of the communities in which we operate . 


• :. 	 It will maximize the potential of every person at Merced County as they 

contribute to our goal of striving for excellence . 


• :. 	 It ensures full compliance with legal and ethical standards to protect 

County efficiency. 


Merced County is serious about diversity and inclusion and expects every employee 
to help maintain a business environment that respects and values people, regardless 
of their differences. That includes you. 
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III. CODE OF ETHICS 


County employees have important public relations responsibilities. Work attitude, 
conduct and appearance are subject to close inspection by the public. The public 
often bases their total judgment of the efficiency and character of county government 
by a single employee's attitude, appearance or performance. For this reason, it is 
especially important that all employees be courteous to the public. Courtesy means, 
among other things, being prompt in waiting on people, being patient, and taking a 
personal interest in seeing that all calls, requests, and complaints are properly 
handled. 

CODE OF ETHICS 

Purpose: To establish standards of conduct and to delineate the ethical 
responsibilities of the public service for the guidance of all employees. 

Code ofEthics: Maintenance of high ethical and moral standards is the 
fundamental basis for effective government. Public confidence in government is 
endangered when ethical standards falter; therefore, all Merced County employees 
must act with the highest degree of integrity, impartiality, and devotion to the public 
interest. 

Acceptance of Gratuities: No employee shall accept any fee, compensation, 
gift, payment of expense, or any other thing of monetary value in circumstances in 
which acceptance may result in, or create the appearance of resulting in, the use of 
public office for private gain; preferential treatment of any person, impeding 
governmental efficiency or economy; any loss of complete independence or 
impartiality; the making of a County decision outside official channels; any adverse 
effect on the confidence of the public in the integrity of County government. 

Conflict ofInterest: All County employees are entrusted by the public we 
serve with the reasonable expectation that each employee will diligently carry out 
those duties and responsibilities which are inherent in their positions. As County 
employees in the public service, we must preserve and foster the trust of the public in 
our every day conduct. In light of these expectations, an employee's use of county 
time or resources to carry out non-county functions is not authorized and may result 
in disciplinary action up to and including termination. The accomplishment of 
personal business will be carried out during the employee's personal hours. 

Discrimination: There shall be no discrimination in any County activity because 
of Sex, Race, Color, Ancestry, Religion, Creed, National Origin, Physical Disability 
(including HIV and AIDS), Mental Disability, Medical Condition (including Cancer), 
Age, Marital Status, denial of Family Care Leave, and Sexual Orientation. 
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III. CODE OF ETHICS (continued) 


Political Activity: The County encourages all its employees to vote and otherwise 
express their political interest in a manner which does not interfere with their 
effectiveness as County employees. Certain restrictions are placed on political 
activity. County employees may not participate in any political activity during 
working hours or while in a County uniform, or solicit political contributions from other 
County employees. 

Confidential Information: Each employee has the obligation to the County 
government and its citizens to strive to reach the County's goals, and to uphold the 
principles of public trust. One facet of this trust is information. Employees are not 
to divulge or disclose to unauthorized parties confidential information available to 
them through the direct or indirect course of their employment, or use such 
information for personal gain, for themselves or for others. 

Disclosures: Any employee who discloses information by provision of evidence 
regarding gross mismanagement, significant waste of funds, abuse of authority, a 
substantial and specific danger to public health or safety, and/or the filing of a 
complaint for cause will not be subjected to any reprisal action. Reprisal action 
means any act of intimidation, restraint, coercion or discrimination against any 
employee, applicant or member of the public. 

Failure to observe any provision of the Code of Ethics may result in appropriate 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 
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IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


Merced County is an equal opportunity employer providing opportunities to all 
persons regardless of sex, race, religion, national origin, color, age, disability, 
veteran's status, political affiliation, medical condition, marital status or sexual 
orientation in all areas of employment including hiring, promotion and employee 
development. 

It is the policy of the County to provide reasonable accommodation to qualified 
disabled employees in the application of the following rules and regulations. 

TITLE AND DEFINITIONS 

Words used in the present tense include the future, except where the natural 
construction of this resolution otherwise indicates. Words in the singular number 
include the plural, and words in the plural number include the singular; and the word 
"shall" is mandatory and not directory. 

Words in the male gender include the female gender. 

"County Officers" shall mean those certain officers designated in Section 24,000 of 
the Government Code of the State of California as now enacted or as later may be 
amended. 

"Appointive Officers" shall mean those certain persons not "County Officers" who 
are appointed or employed by the Board of Supervisors, or otherwise, as the principal 
employee of a department or for the discharge of duties expressly provided by law or 
particular delegated functions. 

"Officers" shall mean and include all "County Officers", and "Appointive Officers", as 
herein defined, except where the natural construction of this resolution otherwise 
indicates. 

"Employees" shall mean all persons employed by the County of Merced, other than 
"Officers", except where the natural construction of this resolution otherwise 
indicates. 

"Permanent Employee" means an employee who has completed his probationary 
period in a regular position. 

"Permanent Part-time Employee" shall mean employees engaged in permanent, 
regular, continuous part-time service assigned to work a definite schedule that is less 
than the normal time schedule for the department in which employed. 

"Variable Shift Employees" shall mean employees engaged in permanent, part
time service which is regularly scheduled for no less than 32 hours per biweekly pay 
period. 
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--------------------

IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


"Contract Employee" shall mean employees hired pursuant to a time-limited 
contract to perform services for which regular or Extra-help employment is not a 
viable option. Such employees shall have their compensation set by the terms of 
their contract and shall only be entitled to statutory benefits (Workers' Compensation, 
State Unemployment Insurance, Social Security, General liability Insurance, and 
Medical Malpractice Insurance, if required) unless otherwise specifically delineated in 
their contract. Provisions of the Human Resources Rules and Regulations shall not 
cover contract employees identified as applicable to "regular employees" or 
employees of specific bargaining units. 

"Employment At-Will Status" shall apply, except as provided by law, to all "A" level 
managers and unrepresented management in the positions of Assistant District 
Attorney and Chief Deputy District Attorney. Incumbents in these positions serve at 
the pleasure of the department appointing authority as an Employment At-Will 
unrepresented management employee. Employees appointed to Employment At-Will 
status may be dismissed or disciplined without notice, hearing, or cause, at the 
discretion of the appointing authority. Employees appointed to an Employment At
Will position are excluded from any provisions of this Resolution that state, indicate, 
or may imply notice, hearing or cause is required prior to disCipline or dismissal, or 
that due process provisions should or may be applicable. A current permanent 
employee in a regular position cannot be changed to an Employment At-Will status or 
position unless the County obtains the employee's knowledge and consent. 

"Regular Position" means a position established by this resolution on a continuing 
basis, as distinct from intermittent, seasonal, Extra-help, contract, and temporary 
positions and employees appOinted to Employment At-Will Status. "Regular 
Employee" means the holder of a regular position. 

"Limited Term" shall mean time limited regular employment not to exceed the length 
of the probationary period for the class. 

"Intermittent, Seasonal and Extra-help Employee" shall mean and include all 
employees whose employment is not permanent and whose rate of pay is fixed on an 
hourly basis. This employment may be regularly recurrent in certain offices or 
departments because of the particular duties and functions to be discharged that 
occur periodically each year, or that the workload in a department periodically is at 
too great a volume to be handled expeditiously by the regular employees within the 
department. Refer to Extra-help policy (Section 2 AA.) for complete information on 
County of Merced policy for Extra-help employees. 

IIAlternate Work Schedule" shall mean an 80 hour bi-weekly work week that is 
scheduled for less than ten (10) workdays and/or outside the regularly scheduled 
Monday through Friday 8 to 5 work week. 
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IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


"Domestic Partner" or "Registered Domestic Partner" shall mean two adults in a 
committed relationship in accordance with the requirements of Division 2.5, Section 
297 of the Family Code and have filed a Declaration of Domestic Partnership with the 
Secretary of State pursuant to Division 2.5, Section 298 and 298.5 of the Family 
Code. 

"Classified Service" shall mean all positions that are provided for by the 
Classification Plan referred to in Section 5 of the Salary Resolution. 

"Anniversary Date" shall mean the date upon which a step advance in salary 
becomes effective under the provisions of this resolution. 

"Pay Period" shall rnean 14 calendar days from 11 :00 P.M. Sunday to 11 :00 P.M. 
the second Sunday thereafter. 

The following conditions shall apply to all employees in the Classified Service 
of the County ofMerced. 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

It is the goal of the County to comply with the provisions of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) in providing reasonable accommodation for all applicants and 
employees who may qualify. Any employees with a physical or mental impairment 
which inhibits their ability to perform their job duties should contact their supervisor to 
discuss reasonable accornmodations. 

SELECTION PROCEDURE 

The Human Resources Department is responsible for recruitment and testing. When 
a vacancy occurs, the department requests that Human Resources begin the 
recruitment process, which generally consists of job announcements, application 
screening, appropriate examinations and the establishment of an eligible list. 
Examinations may be given to determine the applicant's knowledge, skills and 
abilities. Examinations rnay consist of an evaluation of job related training, 
education, competencies, skills and experience. performance tests. written tests, oral 
appraisal boards, reference checks, or any combination of these. The department 
head will receive a list of qualified candidates to interview, from which an 
appointment will be rnade to the position available. All facets of the examination 
process are job related and to aid in the selection of the best qualified applicants. 

The appointing authority rnay appoint individuals to fill Employment At-Will pOSitions. 

10 
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IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


NEPOTISM POLICY 

Nepotism is generally defined as the practice or potential of a hiring authority 
(department head and/or authorized designee) or quorum of a body fully empowered 
to make appointments to positions in County service using his/her influence or power 
to aid or hinder another in the employment setting or situation because of a personal 
relationship. 

No person related to a full-time elected or appointed County Officer, employee or 
contract employee by blood, adoption, marriage, and/or cohabitation; (e.g., husband, 
wife, domestic partner, father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, grandparent, 
grandchild, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew, niece, in-laws, stepfather, stepmother, 
stepson, stepdaughter, stepbrother, stepsister, half brother, half sister, or two people 
living together (outside marriage) shall be appointed or transferred into a department 
employing such relative in a direct conflict of interest position. 

For the purpose of this section, a direct conflict of interest shall mean a situation in 
which the employee of a relative would be in a position to affect the terms and 
conditions of one another's employment, including making decisions about work 
assignments, compensation, discipline, and advancement, or performance 
evaluation. 

CRIMINAL HISTORY BACKGROUND CHECKS 

Applicants/employees hired for certain County classifications, as defined in Penal 
Code Section 11105.3, are subject to a review of their criminal history information. 
The Human Resources department is authorized to access State Summary Criminal 
History Information pursuant to Penal Code Section 11105(b) (10) to obtain such 
information. The official County Class Specifications indicate which classifications 
are subject to these reviews. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING 

The County of Merced recognized that the use and/or misuse of alcohol or illegal use 
of controlled substances by safety sensitive employees, as identified by the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and the Federal Transit Administration, 
presents a serious threat to the safety and health of the employees and the general 
public. The use by any safety sensitive employee of an intoxicating liquor, controlled 
substance, drug not medically authorized, or misuse of a medically authorized drug, 
or any other substance which impairs job performance or poses a hazard to the 
safety and welfare of the employee, the public or other employees, is strictly 
prohibited and could result in termination. All safety-sensitive employees shall be 
subject to testing prior to employment, for random testing. for reasonable suspicion, 
or following an accident (Full policy available on the intranet "MC-Info"/Human 
Resources). 
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IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


REFERENCES 

The County of Merced does not provide references rega rding present or former 
employment. Any employee receiving a request for county-related information about 
a current or former employee must refer that request to the Auditor-Controller 
Department. The Auditor-Controller Department will respond to all requests with the 
following information: name of employee, dates of employment and position(s) held. 
No other information will be provided. 

RESIGNATION AND REINSTATEMENT 

An employee who resigns should give at least ten working days written notice in 
order to receive favorable consideration for reinstatement. Permanent employees 
who resign in good standing have one year eligibility for reinstatement to their former 
classification. Reinstatement will be based upon recommendation of the department 
head. If such an appointment is made, a new probationary period must be served. 
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v. PAYROLL AND SCHEDULES 


All County Offices shall operate and be open to the public from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Monday through Friday, unless other operating hours are specifically approved by the 
Board of Supervisors. . 

Eight (8) hours shall constitute a day's work for all employees unless othelWise 
provided in Section C of the Human Resources Rules and Resolutions, excepting 
"Permanent Part-time, Variable Shift, Intermittent, Seasonal and Extra-help 
employees" and employees assigned to an alternate work schedule. 

OVERTIME 

Permission must be granted by the department head or their designee prior to an 
employee working overtime. Overtime work is compensable in wages or equivalent 
time off at the rate of time and one-half. If an employee is unable to take 
compensating time off within seven (7) biweekly pay periods due to workload of the 
department, the employee shall be paid overtime wages at the rate of time and one
half. 

Merced County has established a separate overtime policy for management 
employees. Contact your supervisor for more information on how this policy effects 
your position. 

PAY DAY AND DEDUCTIONS 

County employees are paid biweekly every other Friday. A statement of earnings 
and deductions accompany all pay checks. Certain deductions are required: 
Federal and State Income Tax, Retirement Contributions, and Social Security. The 
County provides the service of showing certain voluntary deductions, such as 
dependent medical coverage, group life, union dues, credit union, United Way, and 
deferred compensation, all of which are upon written authorization by the employee. 
Check stubs also reflect vacation, sick leave, and compensatory time-earned, usage 
and accumulation. If employees have any questions regarding their pay checks or if 
an error appears on a pay check, they should see their immediate supervisor or 
contact the payroll section in the department where employed. 

PAY PLAN 

Each regular classification is assigned a salary range. Ranges consist of five steps 
with approximately five percent between each step. New employees normally begin 
at the first step of the range. 
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IV. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT 


HEALTH EXAMINATION 

To insure that a candidate for County employment is capable of meeting the physical 
demands of the job, a health examination may be required for specific classifications. 
This examination is given at no cost to the candidate. The County does not 
discriminate against disabled applicants and will make reasonable accommodations. 

SENIORITY 

Seniority shall be determined by length of continuous paid employment within a 
classification (or series, if applicable), within a department. Time on SOl or LTD will 
be included in calculating seniority while the employee is coordinating with vacation, 
sick leave, or compensatory time off. Time off payroll while on SOl or LTD, unpaid 
leave or suspension shall not be included in calculating seniority. If the length of 
service within a classification is the same for two or more employees, the length of 
continuous paid employment from original date of hire shall determine seniority. 

Time off payroll resulting from SOl, and medical leave of absence, will count as time 
worked to establish seniority for Unit 2, 10 and Unit 30 employees in the Sheriff's 
Department for the purposes of this Section. 

Please refer to Section 2.M of the Human Resources Rules and Regulations for the 
complete policy on seniority. 

REDUCTION·IN·FORCE 

When deemed necessary and directed by the Board of Supervisors, a reduction in 
the County's work force may be initiated due to a) lack of work, or b) lack of funds, or 
c) program or organizational changes resulting in a surplus of employees, or 
elimination of a specific program or services. Employees in Employment At-Will 
status shall be in accordance with Section 2, W, 9, d, of the Human Resources Rules 
and Regulations resolution. 

Insofar as possible, a Reduction in Force shall be accomplished by attrition. When it 
is determined by the Board of Supervisors that attrition will not provide sufficient relief 
for the condition warranting a reduction in the number of County employees, the 
Board may direct a specifiC layoff by department(s), budget unit, classification/series, 
and number of employees pursuant to this policy. 

For the purposes of this policy, a department is defined as a budget unit or division, 
or a group of budget units or divisions, that all are under the authority of a single "A" 
level, executive management department head. 
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v. PAYROLL AND SCHEDULES (continued) 


MERIT INCREASE 

Every employee in a regular position and in Employment At-Will status shall have a 
merit increase eligible date which shall be the first day of the pay period following 
completion of the first 2080 hours of service with the County. Subsequent merit 
increase eligible dates shall be the first day of the pay period following completion of 
52 week intervals. The granting of any leave of absence without pay, other than 
military leaves, exceeding 15 consecutive calendar days, shall cause the 52 weeks to 
be extended a number of calendar days equal to the leave of absence, less the first 
15 calendar days. 

Salary increases within the range shall not be automatic but shall be given the 
employee upon the affirmative recommendation of the department head. Merit 
ratings, salary increase recommendations for appointive department heads shall be 
made by the Board of Supervisors. 

Employees in Employment At-Will status shall have their salary step placement upon 
appointment determined by the appointing authority within the range approved by the 
Board of Supervisors for the position. Any County employee who is appointed to an 
EmploymentAt-WiII position shall receive a new anniversary date coinciding with the 
first working day of the pay period. 

SPECIAL PAYS 

Some classifications may be eligible for special pays such as bilingual differential, 
shift differential, special duty pay, on-call and call-back compensation, uniform 
allowance, or special certification differential. Check with your supervisor to 
determine if you qualify for any special pay. (For more information refer to the Salary 
Allocation Resolution posted on the "MC-Info" intranet website). 

A regular County employee who is also a Volunteer Firefighter will be paid a fee of 
$30.00 per incident to cover related expenses. Such employees will not be paid 
regular salary for the regular work hour time spent as a Volunteer Firefighter unless 
accrued vacation hours, compensatory time, or administrative management time is 
utilized. Such employees will be paid in a manner prescribed by the 
Auditor-Controller's Office. 
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v. PAYROLL AND SCHEDULES (continued) 


TRAVEL AND TRAINING TIME 

Employees (excluding management employees designated as FLSA exempt) 
required to attend job-related training sessions shall be compensated at the time and 
one-half rate (or provided compensating time off at the Department's option) for time 
spent in training sessions in excess of eight (8) hours in a single day, or forty (40) 
hours in any work week. Travel-time to and from such training sessions shall be 
compensated in accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 

Employees attending optional job-related training sessions shall not receive 
additional compensation for time spent in excess of eight (8) hours in any single work 
day, or forty (40) hours in any work week, including travel-time to and from such 
training sessions, unless required under the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
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VI. HOLIDAYS 


The following are hereby established as holidays for all full time employed County 
employees: 

January 1 New Years Day 
Third Monday in January Martin Luther King's birthday 
February 12 Lincoln's Birthday 
Third Monday in February Washington's Birthday 
Last Monday in May Memorial Day 
July4 Independence Day 
First Monday in September Labor Day 
Second Monday in October Columbus Day 
November 11 Veteran's Day 
November (The day designated Thanksgiving Day) 
November (The day after Thanksgiving Day) 
December 25 Christmas Day 

A holiday that falls on a Saturday will be observed on the Friday before the holiday. 
When it falls on a Sunday it will be observed on the Monday following the holiday. 

The above constitutes the official deSignated holidays for Merced County with the 
exception of special days proclaimed by the President or Governor. 

Optional Holiday - This shall mean any consecutive eight (8) hour working day 
during the fiscal year selected by an employee and approved by the department 
head. Selection of the Optional Holiday by the employee shall be requested at least 
fifteen (15) days prior to the date requested, except in cases of emergency and for 
special circumstances that would require immediate approval by the department 
head. Any employee who has requested, in writing, their optional holiday within the 
prescribed time frames, and had it denied due to departmental workload constraints, 
shall be paid for that day in the first pay period following the end of the fiscal year. 
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VII. VACATION AND SICK PAY 


VACATION 

Every employee in a regular full time position or Employment At-Will Status shall be 
entitled to paid vacations of approximately ten (10) days per year during the 1st five 
(5) years of continuous employment, fifteen (15) days during the 2nd five (5) years of 
continuous employment, and twenty (20) days after ten (10) years of continuous 
employment. Said vacation shall be earned and credited on a paid regular 
scheduled work hour basis as hereinafter provided, with no credit to be applied 
during the progress of any pay period or for any portion of pay period during which 
the employee terminates his County service. 

Years of 
Service/Regular 
Hours Worked 

Vacation 
Hours/Days 
Earned 
(per hour worked) 

Full-Time 
Employee's 
Vacation 
Accumulation 
Account Limit 

Variable-Shift 
Employee's 
Vacation 
Accumulation 
Account Limit 

40 additional 
vacation hours will 
be credited to 
account: 

0-5 Years 
I Up to 10,400 
. hrs 

(.03846) 
10 Days per year 

160 80 At completion of 
10,400 hours 
worked.

I5-10 Years 
• Up to 20,800 

hrs 

(.0577) 
15 Days per year 

240 120 At completion of 
20,800 hours 
worked. 

10 Years &over 
Above 20,801 
hrs 

(.07694) 
20 Days per year 

320 160 N/A 

SICK LEAVE 

Every employee in a regular full time position or Employment At-Will Status shall earn 
.0462 hours of sick leave for each regularly scheduled hour worked. Sick leave can 
be accumulated with no maximum limit and may be used for illness or injury. It may 
also be used for medical, dental, or optical appointments if approved by the 
employee's supervisor in advance. 

An employee's sick leave may be taken when an illness or injury of an immediate 
family member is serious enough to require the employee to be absent from duty to 
personally care for that person ("immediate family" is defined in the Human 
Resources Rules and Regulations Section 2.F 2.a). Check with your supervisor and 
the Human Resources Department for specific policy provisions. 
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VII. VACATION AND SICK PAY (continued) 


Employees are urged to inform their supervisors early on the first day when absent 
and thereafter as directed. Check with your supervisor for the specific department 
notification policy. Sick leave is charged from an employee's account in quarter 
hours. When an employee is absent more than five (5) consecutive working days (or 
40 consecutive hours as per an alternate work schedule) due to an illness or injury, 
the employee must present a statement from their physician releasing them for 
normal duty. 

Sick leave is a form of insurance to protect against loss of income. It should be 
saved and used wisely. The County provides a percentage buy back of unused sick 
leave for employees when they retire that is based on the number of years of service 
with the County and has an optional yearly buyback plan in December each year; ask 
your supervisor for details. 

Intermittent, Extra-help, or seasonal employment shall not be entitled to vacation or 
sick time. 
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VIII. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS 


The purpose of this section is to provide County employees with basic information 
about the programs that are available to assist them in dealing with both work related 
and non-work related injury and illness. The programs described below have various 
requirements and restrictions for both the employee and the employer. Individual 
situations will usually require discussion with County Risk Management staff. 

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a resource designed to provide you and 
each of your eligible family and household members with access to professional 
assistance for the challenges of everyday living. licensed professionals are 
available for up to five (5) free visits per crisis. EAP staff may also assist in the 
selection of a resource which best fits your needs. Employees may utilize sick 
leave, vacation or accrued compensatory time as appropriate for five (5) visits to the 
EAP. The hotline is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week: (800) 820-1305. This 
program is completely confidential. 

INSURANCE 

Group Health 

Merced County provides comprehensive medical, dental and VISion insurance 
programs to eligible County employees. Coverage becomes effective on your first 
pay day. Enrollment forms for the employee must be completed with the help of 
your department personnel or payroll clerk and returned to the Risk Management 
office no later than one week before your first pay check. Employees may enroll 
eligible family members in all of the insurance plans within the first 30 days of hire. 
Employees must share the cost of dependent premiums. 

Further detailed information concerning the extent of medical, dental and vision 
coverage; benefits available; enrollment of eligible family members; filing of claims; is 
outlined in pamphlets provided by RISK Management. 

Group Life 

Employees who are eligible for group health are automatically covered by a Group 
Term Life Insurance Policy. Supplemental Term life Insurance Policies may be 
purchased at minimal cost through payroll deductions. 
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VIII. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS (continued) 


In addition to the above Group Term Life Insurance, permanent "Universal" Life 
Insurance is available individually on a voluntary basis through payroll deduction. 
The eligibility rules require employees to be a least age 21 and have one year of 
permanent service. 

Coverage plans are explained in pamphlets provided by the County. 

Management Long-Term Disability Plan 

Units 7, 20, 30, 50: Benefits payable after 30 days. The plan pays 66% (two-thirds) 
of pre-disability income, coordinated with any other income benefits. 

State Disability Insurance (SDIl 

Units 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12: Merced County non-management employees are 
enrolled in the State Disability Insurance Program (SOl). Premiums for this insurance 
are paid solely by the employee. This insurance is administered solely by the State, 
who determines eligibility and issues premium payments. A State brochure 
containing more specific information is available through the local State Employment 
Development Department or by contacting the RISK management department at 
(209) 385-7356. 

State Unemployment Insurance 

The County of Merced participates in the State Unemployment Insurance program. 
A State brochure containing more specific information is available through the local 
State Employment Development Department or by contacting the RISK management 
department at (209) 385-7356. 

Paid Familv Leave Insurance Program fPFLJ 

Merced County non-management employees are enrolled in the Paid Family leave 
Insurance Program. This insurance is administered solely by the State, who 
determines eligibility and issues premium payments. 

Worker's Compensation 

Worker's Compensation coverage is provided by Merced County at no cost to 
employees. All County employees and authorized volunteers are covered. Any 
injury or illness is covered arising out of, and in the course of, employment. 
Coverage begins from the time the employee is on the job and continues anytime the 
employee is working on aSSigned County duties. Benefits include medical care, 
temporary disability benefits, permanent disability benefits, and death benefits. 

To insure rapid processing of benefits, report every injury or illness to your supervisor 
on the day it occurs, and complete the required State and County claim and injury 
report forms which your supervisor will provide. 
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VIII. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS (continued) 


Recently enacted State law states that "any person who makes, or causes to be 
made, any knowingly false or fraudulent material statement or material representation 
for the purpose of obtaining or denying workers' compensation benefits or payments 
is guilty of a felony", 

Social Security 

Employees are eligible on the second pay day of employment. Merced County and 
the employee contribute an equal percentage of gross salary to Social Security. 

Additional information regarding insurance benefits can be obtained by 
contacting Risk Management at 385-7356. 

ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 

RETIREMENT 

Merced County provides to employees that qualify a Retirement Plan that is 
governed by the County Employees Retirement Law of 1937. The retirement system 
is integrated with Social Security benefits. Both the employee and the County 
contribute to the County Retirement Plan. 

Employees receive a booklet titled "County of Merced Retirement Information". This 
booklet is published and distributed by the Merced County Retirement Association 
and contains all pertinent information regarding retirement (i.e. membership 
qualifications, Social Security coverage and qualifications to retire). 

Any questions regarding retirement benefits should be directed to the 
Retirement Office at (209) 725·3636. 

DEFERRED COMPENSATION 

Permanent County employees can participate in a Deferred Compensation plan 
which allows pre-tax salary contributions to be placed into an IRS approved 
retirement savings plan. The plan is sponsored by the National Association of 
Counties (NACO) and administered by Nationwide. Interested employees should 
contact Nationwide to review details of the program and assistance in enrolling. The 
Risk Management office at 385-7356 can assist you if necessary. 

CREDIT UNION 

County employees are eligible for membership in the -MERCO Credit Union. The 
Credit Union provides convenient savings through payroll deductions. It also makes 
available low interest loans, as well as other attractive services. 

1911 "M" Street, 

Merced, CA 95340,723-4285. 
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IX. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 


General Provisions 

A. 	 Unless otherwise noted, all employees, (except Extra Help and Contract 
Employees), may request their department head approve a leave of absence 
pursuant to the terms and conditions outlined in this section. 

B. 	 An approved leave of absence is required for any employee who lacks sufficient 
accrued leave(s) to cover a necessary absence from work, desires to be off 
payroll in lieu of using accrued leave time or is receiving temporary disability 
benefits. 

C. 	 Requests for any leave of absence shall be made in writing to the department 
head and include a statement of the specific reason for the request, and the date 
such leave is to commence and end. Approved requests shall be delivered 
promptly by the approving department to Human Resources with copies to the 
Auditor-Controller and the Retirement Office. 

D. 	An approved leave of absence does not constitute a break in service for purposes 
of longevity and/or seniority. Employees do not accrue seniority during the unpaid 
portion of a leave of absence. An employee returning from family care leave shall 
return with no less seniority than the employee had when the leave commenced 
for purposes of layoff, recall, promotion, job assignment, shift assignment, and 
seniority related benefits such as vacation. Retirement benefits do not accrue 
during a leave of absence without pay. 

E. 	 Unless otherwise required below, employees who are granted a leave of absence 
without pay shall have the option to exhaust any accumulated vacation time or 
compensatory time off prior to beginning their leave of absence, or to leave such 
vacation time or compensating time off in their accumulation account. Once the 
leave of absence begins, the employee may not utilize any remaining 
accumulated vacation or compensatory time off balances unless approved by the 
department head and Human Resources. 

When an employee who has been granted a leave of absence without pay desires to 
return before expiration of such leave, he shall notify his department head as soon as 
possible in advance of the return. 

Medical Reasons 

It is the policy of Merced County to comply with the provisions of federal and state 
laws (FMLAlCFRA) pertaining to medical and family care leave for employees. 
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IX. LEAVES OF ABSENCE (continued) 


Types of leave 

FMLA: Family Medical Leave Act (Federal Law) 

Spousal Military Leave 

Military Caregiver Leave 

CFRA: California Family Rights Act (State) 

POL: Pregnancy Disability Leave (State) 

LOA: Approved Leave ofAbsence (Personal, Educational, etc.) 


For complete information on leaves of absence refer to the Human Resources Rules 
and Regulations Section 2.G. and 2.H. or contact the Human Resources Department 
at (209) 385-7682. 

MILITARY AND VETERANS POLICY 

Military Service 

A. 	Definition 
Employees, (except Extra Help and Contract employees) shall be entitled to a 
leave of absence for military duty authorized by and under the conditions 
specified in the California Military and Veterans Codes Sections 395 through 
395.9 inclusive. 

B. General Provisions of the California Military and Veterans Codes 

Employees must provide as much advance notice as possible when 
requesting military leave of absence and provide a copy of their orders to 
verify the dates of leave requested. 

Employees are eligible to be paid for the first 30 calendar days of ordered 
military leave, subject to their having served in the military for one full year. 

For complete information on leaves of absence refer to the Human Resources Rules 
and Regulations Section 2.H.10-12. or contact the Human Resources Department at 
(209) 385-7682. 

BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 

Bereavement leave with pay not chargeable to vacation or sick leave shall be 
granted due to the death of a relative in the first degree as defined in the Human 
Resources Rules and Regulations Section 2.L. 

Regular full-time County employees or employees in Employment At-Will status 
compelled to be absent from duty due to a death of a relative in the first degree, shall 
be entitled to three (3) regularly scheduled work days. Employees working under an 
alternate work schedule shall be entitled to the equivalent of three (3) eight (8) hour 
workdays not to exceed twenty-four (24) work hours off. 
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x. LEAVES OF ABSENCE (continued) 


A reg ular Variable Shift employee shall be entitled to a maximum of 12 work hours off 
for bereavement leave. 

Under exceptional circumstances necessitated by distance to travel over 500 miles 
one way a regular full time County employee or employee in Employment At-Will 
status may be authorized by the department head to take up to an additional two (2) 
regularly scheduled working days. Employees working under an alternate work 
schedule may be entitled up to an additional equivalent of two (2) eight (8) hour work 
days not to exceed sixteen (16) work hours off. 

A regular Variable Shift employee may be authorized by the department head to take 
up to an additional eight (8) work hours off. 

Employees on unpaid leaves are not eligible for paid bereavement leave. 

Extra-help employees are not entitled to paid bereavement leave. 

JURY DUTY AND COURT APPEARANCES 

1. 	 Any regular employee or Employee in Employment At-Will Status summoned for 
attendance to any Court for jury duty during his normal working hours shall be 
deemed to be on duty Gury duty, not to exceed eight hours in a day, is considered 
to be paid hours for the purpose of determining an employee's eligibility for 
overtime pay) and there shall be no loss in salary, but any jury fees received by 
him shall be paid forthwith to the Auditor-Controller to be depOSited in the General 
Fund of the County. together with any mileage allowed if he shall use County 
transportation. Employees shall report to work for their regularly aSSigned shift 
prior to reporting for jury duty, or receive prior approval from their supervisor to 
report directly to jury duty. Employees released from Jury Duty during their 
normal duty hours shall report back to their departments. 

Extra-help employees are not entitled to pay for jury duty. 

Refer to the Merced County Human Resources Rules and Regulations Section 
2.K for complete information on Jury duty and court appearances. 

TIME OFF FOR VOTING 

The Government Code provides that an employee may take time off with pay to vote 
in a general or primary election if insufficient time is available outside of working 
hours. Such voting time shall not exceed two hours and shall be scheduled at the 
beginning or end of a regular shift. An employee must notify the department at least 
two working days prior to the Election Day that time off to vote is necessary. 
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XI. EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT 


PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 

The purpose of performance evaluations or appraisals are to assess current and past 
performance, recognize employee achievements. encourage employee development, 
and allow for corrective action where improvement may be needed. Employee job 
performance will be evaluated every three months during the probationary period and 
annually thereafter. All evaluations are discussed between the employee and 
supervisor. Employees who fail to achieve an overall satisfactory performance 
appraisal rating may be reviewed for continued retention in public service. 

Employees in Employment At-Will status will be evaluated annually. Employment At
Will employees do not have a vested right to employment status. 

PROMOTION 

The Human Resources Department prepares and distributes job announcements to 
publicize promotional opportunities. Regular employees that have successfully 
passed their probationary period are allowed time off with pay to compete in County 
examinations and oral interviews. 

TEMPORARY PROMOTIONS 

A qualified employee may be temporarily promoted to fill a regular allocated position 
in a higher classification that is vacant due to a leave of absence. extended sick 
leave, or pending appointment of another person to the position. Employees shall 
receive approximately 5% or 10% additional compensation, depending on bargaining 
unit, after meeting the time frame requirements as explained in the Human 
Resources Rules and Regulations Section 3.1. At the conclusion of the assignment, 
the employee shall return to the appropriate pOSition and pay. Regular employees 
cannot be temporarily promoted to Employment At-Will pOSitions. 
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x. EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT (continued) 


LATERAL TRANSFERS 

Current county employees may submit a regular Merced County application for 
consideration, during recruitment, as a "Lateral" transfer from one department to a 
position in the same classification in another department. (Example: A current Office 
Assistant III may apply for a lateral transfer to an Office Assistant III in a different 
department). Applications must indicate "Lateral" and specify what department they 
would like to transfer to. 

There must be a current opening in the desired department. Lateral recruitment 
information will be listed on the "County Job Line" (209) 385·7516 and on the intranet 
"MC-Info" website. Lateral recruitments are listed for (7) seven days and are updated 
every Monday. If an employee misses the (7) seven day window to transfer, they 
may apply as a regular competitive applicant. 

SERVICE AWARDS 

In recognition of loyal and faithful selVice, the County awards selVice pins on an 
employee's tenth anniversary and at five year intelVais thereafter. 
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XII. DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS 


DEPARTMENTAL WORK RULES 

Work rules are defined as employee regulations upon which disciplinary action may 
be taken. The department shall acquaint all employees with these rules, which shall 
be uniformly applied. 

Any change in work rules initiated and established by the department shall be posted 
on departmental bulletin boards 10 work days prior to their effective date, except in 
emergency situations. Such notices may be removed 30 days after the effective 
date. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION 

Any regular permanent employee in the County service may be disciplined for just 
cause and such cause shall be based upon incompetence, misconduct or employee 
conduct which reflects discredit upon the public service or which interferes with the 
effective performance of the duty assignment of the employees, the effective 
performance of the duty assignment of other County officers, employees, or with the 
effective performance of the department in which he is employed. 

Types of Disciplinary Action 

1. Written Reprimand 
2. Suspension 
3. Reduction in Salary Range Step 
4. Demotion 
5. Dismissal 

For the complete policy refer to the Merced County Human Resources Rules 
and Regulations available on the Merced County Intranet "MC-INFO" 

GRIEVANCE AND APPEAL PROCEDURES 

Merced County has established procedures for grievances and appeals in order to 
protect employee rights and privileges as provided by the Human Resources Rules 
and Regulations and other County policies. Employees have the right to appeal 
decisions concerning their dismissal, suspension, or demotion. In contrast, 
employees may grieve other actions that they view violate their individual employees 
benefits or privileges associated with conditions of employment rights. For complete 
information refer to the Human Resources Rules and Regulations Sections 9 and 10. 

Employees apPOinted to Employment At-Will status do not have grievance and 
appeals rights. 
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XIII. COUNTY POLICIES 


The County Human Resources Department operates within the general framework 
established by policies of the Board of Supervisors. Major policy documents 
approved by the Board of Supervisors are the Human Resources Rules and 
Regulations, the Salary Resolutions, the Employer-Employee Relations Resolution, 
the Recruitment and Selection Resolution, Operations Directives and current 
Memoranda of Understanding with certified employee organizations. 

All classified employees appointed to an Employment At-Will position or a regular 
position and Contract Employees of the County should be scheduled to attend an 
orientation on these policies within a few weeks after employment. 

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS 

Section 706(a) of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Public Law 92-261, 
provides the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) with the power to 
prevent any person from engaging in any unlawful employment practice. Section 
706(b) provides in pertinent part that whenever a charge is filed by or on behalf of 
person claiming to be aggrieved, alleging that an employer has engaged in an 
unlawful employment practice, the Commission shall serve the notice of the charge 
on such employer, within ten days, and shall make an investigation thereof. 

In order to ensure the uniform and expeditious processing of complaints of 
discrimination received from EEOC and/or the California Department of Fair 
Employment and Housing (DFEH), the County Executive Officer (CEO) has 
developed a procedure. (Please reference complete policy from Operations Directive 
on the County intranet "MC-Info"). 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

All positions in the County are classified according to duties and responsibilities. 
Positions similar in job duties are placed in the same classifications. The duties and 
responsibilities assigned to any given position may change over a period of time. If 
a classification does not seem to adequately describe the duties being performed, 
the department head may request that a job audit be conducted to assure proper 
classification. Classification reviews are accomplished by the Human Resources 
Department upon direction of the CEO and are then submitted to the Board of 
Supervisors for consideration. 

COMPUTER AND DATA NETWORK POLICY 

Merced County's Information Systems network contains confidential and personal 
information related to departmental functions and the public. Information Systems 
equipment and records are the property of Merced County and are for official use 
only. Network communications systems (e-mail and internet) are to be used to 
conduct County business and are not meant for personal transactions or 
correspondence. Violations of the Computer and Data Network Appropriate Use 
policy shall be subject to disciplinary action and may be punishable under Section 
502 of the California Penal Code. (Please refer to the Operations Directives on the 
intranet "MC-Info" for complete policy). 
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XII. COUNTY POLICIES (continued) 


PERSONAL PHONE CALLS 

Reasonable and necessary personal telephone calls during working hours are 
permitted but should be kept to a minimum. (No personal long distance calls are 
authorized unless billed to the employee's home telephone or personal credit card). 
Such telephone calls should be limited in number and duration and should not 
interfere with normal County business. 

VISITORS 

Employees should discourage family, friends or relatives from visiting them while on 
the job. Baby-sitting or extended personal visitations are a breach of the public trust 
and should be accomplished in other appropriate places, other than the job/work site. 

ADDRESS CHANGES 

Employees are individually responsible for making sure their address is updated on 
all County records if it changes during the course of their employment. They should 
notify their supervisor in the event of an address change so that the supervisor can 
process an employee transmittal to have the change implemented and also to 
provide the employee with the paperwork necessary for changing all County records. 
This would include new insurance enrollment forms (indicating address change only) 
along with new state and federal withholding forms. 

SMOKING POLICY 

It is the policy of Merced County that smoking of cigarettes, cigars, pipes and any 
other use of tobacco products is prohibited within any enclosed facility owned, 
occupied, or utilized by the County. Smoking and use of tobacco products may occur 
only in designated areas. 

CARE OF COUNTY PROPERTY 

All employees share the responsibility to maintain County property in the best 
possible condition and in making the most economical use of supplies issued to 
them. Hoarding is contrary to good fiscal and material discipline and is strongly 
discouraged. 

SAFETY 

Safety is a paramount, vital concern to both the County and its employees. The 
County provides safe conditions by employing the use of safety equipment, providing 
job instructions, and conducting reviews of safety practices. Employees can reduce 
the number of injuries and minimize the effects of these injuries by being safety 
conscious. Employees should use all safety equipment provided, report all unsafe 
working conditions to their supervisor and follow all safety rules and regulations. 
Employees should be sure to get proper instructions before starting any new job or 
before operating a new piece of equipment. 
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XII. COUNTY POLICIES (continued) 


Injuries on the job, no matter how slight, should be immediately reported to the 
supervisor in charge and the Risk Management office. The County of Merced has 
the responsibility of maintaining a safe and efficient working environment. 
Employees who work while under the influence of drl.lgs or alcohol present a safety 
hazard to themselves and their co-workers, and are subject to disciplinary action up 
to and including termination. As a condition of employment, employees must sign 
the Merced County Drug-Free Workplace policy statement. 

USE OF COUNTY VEHICLES 

Employees designated to drive a County vehicle, or a personal vehicle on 
County business, must have a valid driver'S license. Any change in status 
shall be reported to the supervisor immediately. 

The official County seal on County vehicles identifies you as a County employee. All 
traffic and safety rules are to be observed. When an accident involving a County car 
occurs, the driver of the car must immediately report it to their department head and 
the County's Risk Management Office. Field Reports are available in all County cars 
and are to be completed for submission to RISK Management. 

No matter how minor the accident, the driver of the vehicle should not make any 
admissions of negligence or discuss the accident with any parties except those 
officially connected with the County. If involved in a motor vehicle accident which 
causes injury or property damage DO NOT LEAVE THE SCENE UNTIL released by 
competent police authority. Any claimants should be directed to Risk Management. 

Those persons seeking further information concerning Safety Regulations or the 
reporting of accidents should contact their supervisor or the Risk management office. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE 


DRUG FREE WORKPLACE POLICY 

PURPOSE 

It is the intention of this policy to eliminate controlled substance abuse and the effects 
of drugs in the workplace. While Merced County does not intend to intrude into the 
private lives of its employees, involvement with drugs off the job can take its toll on 
job performance and employee safety. Our concern is that employees are in a 
condition to perform their duties safely and efficiently, in the interests of their fellow 
workers and the public as well as themselves. The unlawful presence, manufacture, 
distribution, dispensing, possession, solicitation or use of controlled substances or 
the criminal use of prescription drugs on the job and on-call, and the influence of 
these substances and alcohol on employees during working hours, are inconsistent 
with this objective. 

Employees who think they may have an alcohol or drug usage problem are urged to 
voluntarily seek confidential assistance from the Employee Assistance Program 
Counselor to be designated by the County. While the County will be supportive of 
those who seek help voluntarily, the County will be equally firm in identifying and 
disciplining those who continue to be controlled substance abusers and do not seek 
help. 

Supervisors will be trained to recognize abusers and become involved in this control 
process by staff on contract to the Mental Health Department. Controlled substance 
abuse, the criminal use of prescription drugs will not be tolerated, and disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination, will be used as necessary to achieve this 
goal. 

This policy provides guidelines for the detection and deterrence of criminal drug 
abuse. Therefore, it also outlines the responsibilities of County managers, 
supervisors and employees. To that end the County will act to eliminate any unlawful 
use of controlled substances or criminal use of prescription drugs, or any other 
substance which could impair an employee's ability to safely and effectively perform 
the functions of the particular job, or which increases the potential for accidents, 
absenteeism, substandard performance, poor employee morale or damage to the 
County's reputation. All persons covered by this policy should be aware that 
violations of the policy may result in discipline, up to and including termination, or in 
not being hired. 

The County Board of Supervisors believes that the County of Merced has the 
responsibility of maintaining a safe and efficient working environment. Employees 
who work while under the influence of alcohol and other drugs present a safety 
hazard to themselves and their co-workers, and to the public. 

The County's policy prohibiting drinking of alcoholic beverages on the job or reporting 
to work under the influence of alcohol or intoxicants remains in full force and effect. 
Moreover, the Board of Supervisors believes the presence of alcohol and other drugs 
in the workplace limits our ability to provide high quality service to the public. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


Accordingly, we have implemented procedures to assure that the County continues 
to ensure compliance to the Drug-Free Workplace Act, and to maintain its reputation 
as a quality employer. 

The following paragraphs are provided in compliance to the Drug-Free Workplace Act 
of 1988, Title 21, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Chapter III, Subpart F, Section 
1404.600, and in amplification of Section 13, Human Resources Rules, and 
Regulations, as pertains to that Act. 

1. 	 For County of Merced employees, the following conduct is grounds for 
discipline, up to and including termination. 

a. 	 Unlawful use, manufacture, possession, distribution, dispensing, sale or 
solicitation of a controlled substance (as defined by California law) while on 
County property, at work locations, or while on duty or subject to being called 
to duty (e.g., On-Call status). 

b. 	 Failure to notify the County Human Resources Department of any controlled 
substance criminal conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace no 
later than 5 days after such conviction. 

c. 	 Failure to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or 
rehabilitation program following a controlled substance criminal conviction for 
a violation occurring in the workplace or if ordered by the Court to participate 
in such a program. 

d. 	 Failure to disclose a criminal controlled substance conviction on the 
employment application. This is applicable after July 1, 1989. 

2. 	 The County shall have the right to investigate any suspected violations of this 
Drug Free Workplace Policy Statement or of the County policy on alcohol 
abuse. 

APPLICATION 

This policy applies to all employees of, and to all applicants for positions with, 
the County. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


WORKPLACE VIOLENCE POLITY 

Effectively managing critical workplace incidents, especially those dealing with actual 
or potential violence, is a top priority of Merced County. The County is committed to 
providing a safe work environment that is free of violence and the threat of violence. 

A 	 Violence, or the threat of violence, against any employee of Merced County is 
unacceptable, prohibited and will subject the perpetrator(s), in appropriate 
cases, to criminal prosecution. 

B. 	 Violence, or threat of violence, by any employee of Merced County is 
unacceptable, prohibited and will subject the perpetrator(s) to diSCiplinary action 
up to and including termination. In appropriate cases, the County will seek 
criminal prosecution. 

C. 	 The following actions by a County employee on the job (or by a non-County 
employee who is working on County premises) undertaken against another 
County employee during the latter employee's working hours, or undertaken 
against an employee's family member, will subject that employee to disciplinary 
action, unless the action is deemed an appropriate execution of the employee's 
duties: 

1. 	 Striking, punching, slapping or assaulting another person. 

2. 	 Fighting or challenging another person to a fight. 

3. 	 Grabbing, pinching or touching another person in an unwanted way 
(whether sexually or otherwise). 

4. 	 Engaging in dangerous, threatening or unwanted horseplay. 

5. 	 PosseSSion, use, or threat of use, of a gun, knife or other weapon of any 
kind on County property, including parking lots, other exterior premises, 
County vehicles, or while engaged in activities for the County in other 
locations, unless such possession or use is a requirement of the job. 

6. 	 Threatening harm or harming another person, or any other action or 
conduct that implies the threat of harm. 

D. 	 Any employee who is the victim of any violent, threatening or haraSSing conduct, 
witnesses such conduct taking place, or receives a report of conduct prohibited 
by this policy (whether the perpetrator is a County employee or a non
employee) shall immediately report the incident to their supervisor or other 
appropriate person in the chain-of-command, to be followed immediately by a 
written report. Failure to properly report conduct prohibited by this policy may 
result in disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

E. 	 No employee, acting in good faith, who initiates a complaint or reports an 
incident under this policy, will be subject to retaliation or harassment based 
upon their report. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


ANTI-HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION POLICY 

I. PURPOSE 

It is the intention of this Policy to prohibit, eliminate and prevent unlawful 
harassment discrimination and its effects in the workplace. To do this, the 
County, through this Policy, will define unlawful harassment, and will set forth 
a procedure for filing, investigating and resolving internal complaints of 
unlawful harassment and discrimination. 

Merced County is proud of its tradition of a collegial work environment in which 
all individuals are treated with respect and dignity. Each individual has the 
right to work in a professional atmosphere that promotes equal opportunities 
and prohibits discriminatory practices. 

AT MERCED COUNTY, HARASSMENT, WHETHER VERBAL, PHYSICAL 
OR ENVIRONMENTAL, IS UNACCEPTABLE AND WILL NOT BE 
TOLERATED. 

A. Policy: 

Harassment and/or discrimination of an applicant or employee or harassment 
based on opposition to discrimination or participation in compliant proceedings 
by a supervisor, management employee, elected official, contract employee, 
co-worker, or a non employee in the workplace on the basis of race, religion, 
sex, national origin, ancestry, disability, medical condition, marital status, age, 
sexual orientation, color, or creed, is not acceptable and will not be tolerated. 

This Policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment, including, but 
not limited to, hiring, placement. promotion, disciplinary action, layoff, recall, 
transfer, leave of absence, compensation and training. 

DiSCiplinary action up to, and including, termination will be instituted for 
behavior described in the definition of harassment set forth below. 

Any retaliation against a person for 'filing a harassment or discrimination 
charge, making a harassment/discrimination complaint or for assisting another 
in the filing, making or corroboration of such a charge or complaint or 
otherwise opposing an unlawful employment practice is prohibited. 
Employees (supervisors, co-workers and management) found to be retaliating 
against another employee shall be subject to disciplinary action up to, and 
including, termination. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


B. Definition: 

Harassment includes, but is not limited to: 

Speech such as epithets, derogatory comments or slurs and lewd 
propositioning on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ancestry, 
disability, medical condition, marital status, age or sexual orientation. This 
includes inappropriate sex-oriented comments on appearance, including dress 
or physical features, or race-oriented stories and jokes. 

Physical acts such as assault, impeding or blocking movement, offensive 
touching, or any physical interference with normal work or movement when 
directed at an individual on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, 
ancestry, disability, medical condition, marital status, age or sexual orientation. 
This includes pinching, grabbing, patting, propositioning, leering, or making 
explicit or implied on-the-job threats or promises in return for submission to 
physical acts. 

Visual insults, such as derogatory posters. cartoons or drawings related to 
race, sex, religion, national origin, ancestry, disability, medical condition. 
marital status, age or sexual orientation. 

Unwanted sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other acts of a 
sexual nature, where submission is made a term or condition of employment, 
where submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as the basis for 
employment decisions affecting such individual, or where submission to or 
rejection of the conduct is intended to or actually does unreasonably interfere 
with an individual's work performance or create an intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive work environment. 

Whether any act{s) or conduct is harassment shall be viewed in the totality of 
all the circumstances. 

IT IS NO DEFENSE TO A CLAIM OF HARASSMENT THAT THE ALLEGED 
HARASSER DID NOT INTEND TO HARASS. 

II. COMPLAINT PROCEDURE 

While Merced County encourages individuals who believe they are being 
harassed or discriminated against to firmly and promptly notifies the offender 
that his or her behavior is unwelcome, Merced County also recognizes that 
real or perceived status disparities between an alleged harasser and a target 
may make such a confrontation impossible. Regardless of whether or not any 
informal, direct communication between the individual and the offender takes 
place, the following steps, as may be appropriate, shall be followed by all 
employees or applicants in reporting a harassment/discrimination complaint. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


A. 	 An employee or job applicant who believes he or she has been harassed or 
discriminated against shall make a complaint orally or in writing with any of the 
following as appropriate: 

Immediate supervisor 

Designated Departmental Managers assigned to EEO functions 

Department Head 

EEO Diversity Director 

Human Resources Director 

Assistant County Executive Officer 


In addition, the County's Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Complaint 
Procedure is available to applicants or employees who wish to file complaints 
concerning sexual harassment. This procedure is found in both the County's 
Affirmative Action Program Plan and the Human Resources Rules and 
Regulations that have been distributed to all County departments, and are 
available for review to all employees and applicants. Applicants or employees 
may also file a complaint with a government agency such as the following: 

Dept of Fair Employment & Housing EEO Commission 
1320 East Shaw Ave., Suite #150 2300 Tulare Street, Ste 215 
Fresno, California 93710 Fresno, California 93721 
1-800-884-1684 	 1-800-669-4000 

B. 	 Aggrieved persons should first consider resolving their concerns at the 
Departmental level. After receiving the complaint, the Department shall within 
thirty (30) days, consult with the aggrieved person, advise the person of his or 
her civil rights, make necessary inquires in an effort to resolve the complaint, 
and counsel the aggrieved person on issues of the case as necessary. 

C. 	 If the complaint is not resolved at the departmental level within thirty (30) days, 
the aggrieved person will then be notified of his or her right to appeal to the 
County EEO Diversity Director. 

D. 	 Any supervisor, manager, department head or Human Resources Analyst who 
receives a harassment/discrimination complaint should notify the Human 
Resources Director, EEO Diversity Director, Assistant County Executive 
Officer, or County Executive Officer immediately. 

E. 	 Upon receiving notification of a harassment complaint, the Human Resources 
Director, County EEO Diversity Director, Assistant County Executive Officer, 
or County Executive Officer shall: 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


1. 	 Authorize and supervise the investigation of the complaint and/or 
investigate the complaint The investigation will include interviews with: (a) 
the complainant; (b) the accused harasser (the right to have a 
representative present will be given to those covered employees as 
disciplinary action could result from the investigation); and, (c) any other 
persons the Human Resources Director, EEO Diversity Director, Assistant 
County Executive Officer, or County Executive Officer has reason to 
believe that may have relevant knowledge concerning the complaint. This 
may include victims of similar conduct. 

2. 	 Review the factual information gathered through the investigation to 
determine whether the alleged conduct constitutes harassment and/or 
discrimination giving consideration to all factual information, the totality of 
the circumstances, including the nature of the verbal, phYSical, visual or 
sexual conduct, and the context in which the alleged incidents occurred. 

3. 	 Report the results of the investigation and the determination as to whether 
harassment or discrimination occurred to appropriate persons, including the 
complainant, the alleged harasser, the supervisor, and the department head. 
If discipline is imposed, the discipline will not be communicated to the 
complainant. 

4. 	 If the harassment and/or discrimination occurred, recommend to the 
appointing authority prompt and effective remedial action against the harasser. 
The action will be commensurate with the severity of the offense, taking into 
account the County's zero-tolerance policy toward unlawful harassment or 
discriminatory behavior. 

5. 	 Take reasonable steps to protect the complainant from further harassment 
and/or discrimination. 

6. 	 Take reasonable steps to protect the complainant or witnesses from retaliation 
as a result of communicating or corroborating the complaint. 

III. 	 APPLICATION 

This Policy applies to all employees of Merced County, including contract 
employees, supervisory employees, department heads, and elected officials. 
All employees shall receive a copy of this Policy and shall sign a written 
acknowledgment that they have received and read a copy of the zero
tolerance anti-harassment and discrimination policy. A copy of this 
acknowledgment shall be placed in the employee's official personnel file. 
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XIII. ZERO TOLERANCE (continued) 


Nothing in this Policy shall be read or construed to prevent the employer or 
County of Merced from otherwise dealing with an employee's work 
performance or work deficiencies in a good faith nondiscriminatory and non
retaliatory manner in accordance with existing County poliCies and personnel 
rules and regulations. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Merced County has developed this Policy to ensure that all its employees can 
work in an environment free from harassment and discrimination. Merced 
County will make every effort to ensure that all personnel are familiar with the 
Policy and know that any complaint received will be thoroughly investigated 
and appropriately resolved. 
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Giacalone, AnneUe 

From: ~...-.-. 
Sent: Tuesdav. October 22,20137:29 AM.,
To: 
Subject: RE: Supervisory effectiveness Program Schedule 

The Supervisory Effectiveness training is designed for people who are currently in supervisory rores. We did 
nct realize until you sent us the email yesterday that you must have been signed up improperly. Please 
(.,'!'~l t'.:g;lrd the Information on the classes previously sent. I really apologize for the misunderstanding and any 
H'C(l/wemence th,s has caused. 

K 

From: t> 
Sent: Mondav, October 21/ 20132:19 PM 
To: I K 
Subject: Supervisory Effectiveness program Schedule 

Good Afternoon K I, 

I would like to know the exact times the classes will be held. I have a copy of the Workshop Announcement with the 
dates and locatiOns, but I do not know when the classes will be held. 

Thank you, 

Merced County Public Defender 
2150 M Street 
Merced, CA 95340 
(209) 385-7692 

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This message, together with any attachments Is Intended only for the use of the individual or entity 
to which it is addressed. It may contain information that ts confidential and prohibited from disclosure, If you are not the Intended 
redplent, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination or copying of this message or any attachment is strictly prohibited. 
If you have received this item in error, please notify the orginal sender and destroy this item, along with any attachments. 
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1211/13 Super~sory EffeclilefleSs Training 0911 13.hlm 

From: Giacalone, Annette 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11,2013 4:04 PM 

To: Adams, Karen; Barrera, Marci; Caseri, Kristi; Conover, Mark; De Moss, loren l; De 
Moss, Scott; DeSantis, lisa; Egger, Evelyn; Frontella, Joe; Griffith, Brandon; 
Hernandez, Tarah; Hertfelder, Dana; Hinson, Patricia; lenhardt, Michael; lopez, 
Daniel; Mendoza, Alfredo; Morris, Justine; Nathan, Stephanie; Pace, Mark; Pacheco, 
Jeannette; Padilla, Jennifer; Richardson, Terry; Roemhildt, Shermaene; Rosa, Carol; 
Runyon, Sean;' D ; St.Marie, Richard; Tucker, Stephen; Van Der Weide, 
Peter P; Wilson, Jeffrey 

Subject: "Supervisory Effectiveness" Training 

Attachments: Supervisory Effectiveness Group 1.pdf 

You have been chosen by your department head to attend the "Supervisory Effectiveness" training series, 
being presented by Teresita McGee Ph.D., University of California, UC Davis Extension. It has been a while 
since Merced County has offered supervisory training, so this is a great opportunity. For some attendees it 
will be a refresher course, and for others that have been recently hired or promoted, it will be a valuable 
introduction to your new role. 

We have attached the class list with all the pertinent information you need for attending the series. If you 
have any questions feel free to contact the Human Resources office at 385-7682. 

Marci R. Barrera 

Director of Human Resources 

file:///C:/Users/jaredlAppDalaiLocaIlMicrosoMMncIo\NsfTernporary Internet Files/Content.OutlookIH1Z4KUF4/Super~soryEffecti\eOess Training 0911 13.hlm 1/1 
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1211113 Irn.estigations.htm 

From: Dumars, Eric 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: V ;, 1) ~; I V c 

Cc: G ,; A 

Subject: Investigations 


Good morning crew: 

You all have, or have had ;.r as an investigator. Please give me feedback concerning her perlormance. 

Please use specific e)(amples. Her contract is up for renewal this summer and' want to know how you feel 

about the job she does. Please also keep in mind that S is no longer working for her. 

Thanks, Eric 


Eric A. Dumars 
Acting Public Defender 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 
Merced County 
209-385-7682 ext. 4123 
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1212113 FWRaul Guardado.hlm 

From: b 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: Dumars, Eric 

Subject: FW: \¥ . 


Read the first two sentences of my email below. Then read her response. 

*sigh* 

From: T 

Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:03 PM 

To: D 

Subject: Re: . vJ 


thanks do you want me to type the subpoena. what is the time and courtroom 

c. PI#15196 

From: " o "< > 
To: "! :r 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 9:38:32 AM 
Subject: RE:I vJ 

Hi :r 

This case is on for prelim 5/6, 1:30 pm in Courtroom 3. We need to get' )( subpoenaed. I know she doesn't 
want to be there, but if we are going to have any chance of resolving it for less than 6 years prison, she needs 
to testify. 

The DDA is planning on holding the prelim without her, but if that happens he will be held to answer for sure. 
If )( does not testify at the prelim, she will have to testify at trial. It would be better for everyone if she 
was there on 5/6. 

The most up to date address I have for her is , Winton, CA. (209)! . and (209) 

Try to get a statement from her, but if you can't just get her subpoenaed. 

Thanks, 

P.S. We waived the prelim in the guns/ammo case. So the DV is the only one we are working on. 

From: ::r 

Sent: Sunday, April 14, 2013 H:IL .... jV1 
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1212113 FW Raul Guardado.hIm 

To: 

Subjed: Re: W 


D 
When does this case go to court again? I would like to track down the CW on this case and 
wonder if maybe Ican catch them in court. Please let me know when it goes back to court or if you 
have received any further contact information on this CWo Thanks 

C. PI#15196 

From: V
To: "r D 
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 1 :40:47 PM 
Subject: Re: W 

Have you had any information on the CW come through yet?? 

C.' PI#15196 

From: .J 
To: II' f) 

Sent: Thursday, March 28,2013 12:16:30 PM 
Subject: Re: W , 

D 

do we have any other info on this CWyet??? 

C. PI#15196 

From: :r 
To: ", 1) 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 3:52:22 PM 

Subject: W 


J) 

I attempted to contact the CW, )( , by telephone at :,' but a lady stated that she 
just got this number about two months ago and doctors and insurance agents have been calling for 

)( She states that she knows nothing about )(. 

I also went by her house at . Winton, CA on two seperate occasions but could 
not find anyone home. Is she still at this location or do you have another telephone number for her. 
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1212113 FWRaul Guardado.htm 

;r 

c. PI#15196 
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1211/13 RE Rilq:)r Troi DataThing.htm 

From: .1;) 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: ~ 
Subject: RE: Riker, Troi, Data Thing 

You know what? I pretty sick and tired of all the confidentiality breaches around here. I'm writing the state 
bar about this one. 

From: 8 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 7:30 AM 
To: 0 
SUbject: Riker, Troi, Data Thing 

lady, 

You are super-weird. Derek told me about the Riker, Troi, Data wish you have. One request: take pictures. 
lots of pictures. 

e. 

Deputy Pubilc Defender 

Merced County 
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